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IN OUR 82nd YEAR

Rev. And Mrs. Edgar Daughter Of Lana
Farris And Son Are Turner In Hospital
Visiting In Calloway
----,----

Assistance
Payments To
Be Boosted

Kennedy Warns Russia, Unity
Of West In Berlin Situation

Rev. and Mrs. Edgar D. Farris
and son Howard of Coleman,
Florida are vacationing for five
weeks in Calloway County. The •
By MERRIMAN SMITH
family arrived on June 20.
Cuban Premier Fidel Castro had
WASHINGTON (LT, — The Innot bargained in good faith for the
Rev. Farris is retired from
UPI White House Reporter
ternal Revenue Service IRS filed twepty _five years service in the
release of 1.200 Cuban invasion
FRANKF
ORT,
WASHIN
Ky.
GTON
run
— Public
documents in Federal Tax Court Methodist Church and Mrs. Fartal - - President prisoners in return for 500 agriculassistance payments undder the
Kennedy today labeled the mount- tural tractors.
here Tuesday alleging that for- ris is teaching in the Florida
Kennedy said that
state's
four
ing
major
Berlin
crisis as "Soviet manu- unless Castro changed his
welfare proiner Sen. Earle C. Clements bought schools with thirty-three years exposition
grams
will
be
factured.
boosted next month.
" Ile warned Russia that "the situation will remain
Wcunities, worth more than $120,- perience.
as it
In
addition
threats
,
major policy changor fresh agressive acts is," meaning that Castro
000 from 1948 through 1956.
Mrs. Farris is the former Sallie
will cones will result in an additional
will not undermine allied unity and tinue to hold
The IRS filed the statement in Howard of near Lynn Grove. Mrs.
the
prisoners.
3,600 persons being made eligible
determination.
support of its claim that Clements Jess Story, Mrs. Cromer Arnett
At the outset of the news confor old age benefits and an ad"There is peace in Germany and ference.
owes the government $183.461 in and Mrs. 011ie Paschall are her
Kennedy plunged immeditional 1.000 families being made
in Berlin," the President said at diately
unpaid income taxes plus penal- sisters. Mr. Farris has two brointo the subject of Gereligible for aid to dependent
his first news conference since many
ties that would bring the total thers Col. Charles Farris and Alvie
and Berlin with a lengthy
children.
May 5.
to $297.291.
IN MAHOGANY—Former President Eisenhower listens In
statement, possibly his gravest to
Farris. His father Alvert Farris
State Economic Security Com"If it is disturbed, it will be a date
Gettysburg. l'a., as sculptress F'rau Annie Hofken-Hempel
The revenue service repeated of Browns Grove is living also
missioner Earle V. Powell expects
direct Soviet responsibility."
of Trier, West Germany, explains how she carved that
Its claim that in 1950 Clements and was 94 in March.
"It is of the greatest importance
the changes to affect about 2,500
Kennedy's remarks came as So- that the
"heroic-size" mahogany bust of him for his contribut
diverted $147.000 that had been
Rev. and Mrs. Farris' son HoAmerican people underions
in
viet
Kentuck
Premier
ians
now
Nikita
the
field
on
Khrushchev stand the basic issues involved
of foreign affairs and German-American friendship.
the public
dollected for a political campaign ward, is a senior at Florida Sousaid
assistanc
in
Moscow
e
rittls
that
or
any
who will be
Russian and the threats to the peace and
Wand to his own use.
thern Methodist College at Lakepeace treaty with East Germany
made eligible for assistance.
Among the securities the IRS land, Florida.
security of Europe and of ourwill
The
guarante
e
liberaliz
continued Western selves posed by the
ation of the prosaid Clements bought were $30,The family left Murray four
Soviet anaccess
to
grams
West
was made possibly by an
Berlin. But Khrush- nouncement that
596 worth of University of Ken- years ago because of Rev. Farris'
they intend to
chev
still
additiona
emphasized that control change unlatera
l $1,080,000 in state funds
tucky Memorial Coliseum bonds health. He reported yesterday,
Cheryl Crane
lly the existing
of the access routes would be in
provided in the 1961-62 appropriain 1948.
arrangements for Berlin." Kenwhile a visitor in the Ledger and
The
third
the
HARTFO
hands
annual
rodeo, sponRD. Conn. 'UN — tion and an added $2,223,000 in
of the East German nedy said.
Brown Tucker. Commander of
Clements' attorney in Louisville, Times, that he feels fine now. He
sored by the Henry County Sad- the local VFW Post
5638, has re- Communists, . and that arrangeS. Russell Smith, said a reply said that Mrs. Farris would teach Cheryl Crane, the troubled daugh- federal matching funds.
Cites Past Events
file
Club,
ments
promises spills and turned from the state
would have to be made with
The maximum monthly paywould be filed within the stipu- for seven more years in Florida ter of actress Lana Turner, was
convention
"The 'crisis' over Berlin is Sothem.
placed by her mother in a private ments were raised in all public thrills, rain or shine, June
30
held
in
Louisvill
e
June
lated 45-day period.
22-25.
viet-manufactured." he added, reschools before retiring.
July 1. at the Paris, Tenn., Fairhospital Tuesday for intensive assistance categories.
Tucker said that the "Cold War
Smith said he saw no way to
lating the history of Soviet actions
grounds.
psychiatr
treament
ic
The
.
Veterans
ceilings
Bill"
on
is
payment
favored
s in the
Settle the claim as long as the
to pass
since the 1948 Berlin blockade.
Among the events are roping, through Congress
JOHN F. KENNEDY:
The 17-year-old girl flew from aid to dependent children pro. This bill is a
-IRS is "in orbit at astronomical
He said unilateral Soviet conclubulldogging. bronc riding, bull rid- continuation of
Hollywo
od
with
gram
her
mother
were
and
increase
d from $36 a
the Veteran's Bill
heights and claiming fraud."
". . . The Soviets would make sion of a so-called peace treaty
Fred May, Miss Turner's fifth month for the parent and first ing, bamel racing and specialty of Rights.
a grave mistake if they suppose
with East Germany could not
husband, to enter the Institute for child to 842 a month, and from acts Anyone may apply to compete
He also reported that 1400 ap- that allied unity
abridge allied rights in Berlin and
and determinain
the
rodeo
events
which
itivally
Living
here
with
$27
a
approval
plication
the
month
of
s for the veterans bonus tion can be undermin
for each additional
HODGENVILLE. Ky. We — Forwould amount to "a repudiation
ed by
attract some of the top riders on are being
processed daily. Over threats or fresh aggressive acts." by the Soviets of multilateral commer Circiut Judge L. B. Handley Ca I iforn ia juvenile officials. child to $33 a month.
the
rodeo
circuit.
Cheryl.
who killed her mother's
The maximum payment to the
$45 million dollars had been paid
88, died at his home here Tuesmitments to which they solemnly
The Grant Family of Little Rock, out in bonuses,
he said with over
day. He had been ill since 1950, lover in 1958, already has run needy blind, the permanently and Ark,
gubscribed and have. repeatedly
parents
and
three
children
100.000 veterans receiving a check
when he suffered a cerebral hem- away twice front':'11 'West Coast totally disabled and the aged was
reaffirmed..."
NIKITA S. KHRUSHCHEV:
1 for troubled girls.
raised from $89 a month to $OO headline the rodeo each night with
orrhage while pre/tidies ovec
The President found it clear in
iltere
specialit
y
act
which
includes
An assistant medical director at I month.
ren Circuit Court at Glasgow in
"tooflannai. do not frighten us recent statements by the East
Powell said the increase in pay- a "high school" performing harse
the old 10th Judicial District. He the institute here said Cheryl enWe
will
sign a East German German iegime that, under the
tered "on her own voliton."
ments will average $8 a family trick riding and the Roman stand flegins
was a native of Upton. Kys
peace treaty. If the Western Communist plans for West Berlin.
in the children's program, $9 per riding bareteick two horses at fill:
powers mobilize, we will take the rights of the citizens there
gallop at stand.
recipient in the programs for the
LOUISVILLE, Ky. TN — The
A resival beginning Juiy 2 and the necessary measures and in- would be "gradually but relentMrs. Esco Gunter librarian and
The Henry County Saddle Club
blind
Board
and
continui
of
Ti
disabled
Alderme
ng throughout the week crease our defense capacity."
, and $8.50 a Drill Team
n Tuesday
Mrs. Ben Trevathan, bookmobile
lessly extinguished."
also will perform their will
month for the aged beneficiaries.
be held at the Kirksey Metholibrarian reported Monday night night approved a record budget
Includes Previous
precision drill which has brought
The
$20,509,7
dist
most important policy
70 for the fiscal year
Church with Rev. Orville
that 3244 books had circulated this of
the club invitations all over the
Other Related Items
change
starting
isn't to provide assistance
Easley the visiting evangelist.
July 1, but defeated two I
month from the library system
near South to perform at fairs and
to the "essential person" n the
proposed ordinances that would
Services will be held at 11:00
Other presidential news conferhere.
other outdoor events Grady Hatcases of aged beneficiaries.
By STEVE TITSWORTH
The library, to meet the demand have barred racial segregation of
:son leads the team as Drill Master. a.m. and 7:30 p.m. Pastor of the ence highlights bearing directly
This change will provide beneIn the opening game of the
on the tense East-West relations.
of the users, will open on Satur- business establishments in the
The three night shows are pro- church is Rev. Johnson Easley.
Prep League twunight doublehead- fits to about 3,200 persons, under duced
—The President disclosed he
alays at 9 o'clock in the morning city.
by Fowikes Brothers, Franker, the Tigers blasted past the the 65-year age limit, who are lin.
—
has asked tor toe convening of a
-Iliand stay open until 5 o'clock.
Tenn., well known on the
STANTON. Ky. SIFF — Buford Giants in the final inning to beat considered essential to the wellspecial panel of eminent scienThe Murray-Calloway County
rodeo circuits for their harci-totists to study whether the Soviet
Library won 100 books in the re- Estes Sr., 74, a farmer of near the Giants 8 to 4. The whole Tiger being of the old-age assistance re- ride horses and bulls. General adteam responded to a final rally in cipient. These are chiefly spouses mission
Union has been or could be encent National Library Contest. Waltersville, died Tuesday at
is
$1.00
with
reserve
seats
F.remen were called this morn- gaged in secret testing of nuclear
Morgan County won first place. Lexington hospital of rabies, after the sixth inning. Danny Lampkins or unmarried daughters or sisters. available at the gate.
Other categories of public asing to the Murray hatchery where weapons.
There were 30 public libraries being bitten by a fox about six and Gaylon Shaw led the Tigers
a fire was in progress in the brood—Kennedy bluntly challenged
who competed in the contest. weeks ago. He was the second per- with two hits apiece. James Wilson sistance already make priovision
MARION, Ind. (1.1% — Police
er house located behind the main Khrushchev's forecast that the SoJudging of the scrapbooks entered son to die of rabies in Kentucky and J. W. Adams with a triple for aid to essential persons.
this
year,
state
each.
health
officials
Another policy: changetwill reand Butch Turner with a
building.
viet Union would outproduce the found $2.249 in cash, believed to
was done by the Frankfort Librsaid. both from fox bites.
double.
vise the definition of an rncapaWork was underway to place United States by 1970. Kennedy he part of the take from 3 Kenary board.
-- ----For the Giants. Dicky Farrell cited parent of a dependent child
baby
chicks 'under the brooders. said that, under the present rates tucky bank holdup, in the trailer
According to a report in the
LEVITT
OWN.
Pa. 11,1) — FamLEXINGTON, Ky. an — Har- was the ace batter with two pow- It) include disabled fathers
of one -of two ex-convicts held in
library board meeting Monday
who ilies from all parts of the country when wood shavings under the of growth of both nations. Soviet
Tight. 50 percent of the books gus Samuel Sexton. 41, and Earl erful driubles. Gibbs received the are unable to find suitable work continued their calls today offer- brooders caught fire The brooders output will not reach two-thirds of connection with a $166 Huntington,
checked out one day was done by Sexton Jr.. 38. were freed in tally as the winning hurler and in their own county or community. ing to adopt the seven little apparently were too close to the U.S. output by 1970. Furthermore, Ind.. robbery.
Marion police believed the monA third policy change will liber- Schaefer
he said, a small increase in the
pre-school children; 10 per cent Police Court Tuesday on charges Rayburn as the losing pitcher.
girls
whose
father, floor
that they perm.tted th•ir tobacey, which was taped to the bottom
In the second game, the Braves alize the income exemption cale George,
Booster
America
tanks
n
growth
were
by children; 13 percent by teen- .
used
rate "well withto ex31, a widower, was killed
co w•rehouse to be used for sprang past the Pirates to become for persons who
of a drawer. was part of 510.000
arc legally re- in an auto crash in Philadelphia tinguish the blaze with damage in our capability" would mean
agers; 16 percent by adults (ficgambling. Earl Sexton testified Ow victor with a score
taken from the Farmer's Trust
sponsibl
primarily
for
e
to
the
that
FILIS.Sla
of
the
22-7.
brooders.
tion) and 11 percent - non-fiction
care of their Sunday.
could not out-produce
No baby
that h• had given a friend a The 'hug man with the hat"
America at any time in the 20tla Bank in Kevil. Ky., June 7.
for aged parents.
by adults and children.
The father's brother. Peter, said chicks were lost
key to the warehouse on the the Braves was Ronnie Roberts
James Roy Cox. 30. Marion Os
This
Century.
change
raises the minimum Tuesday that most callers were
Roy Mays, assistant Extension understa
nding it was to be used with two slamming singles and a salary that
milted to police the hank holdup
a person can mile ready to adopt "two or three of
Librarian of the Library Extenfor • 'social card gene" only.
and a filling sttaion raid Monday
romerun. Shoemaker was next with before he must assume financial
Near Record Crowd
sion Department, Frankfort, was
the girls, but some even offered
night.
a double and a single, then Oliver responsibility for his indigent
at the board meeting and aided
to take all seven."
The President's 12th news conCox was caught shortly after the
with two singles.
parent.
611 local problems of housing and
Schaefer said however, "relaference since his inauguration at- filling station holdup along with
The Pirates' leading batter Was
The previous minimum of $250 tives are as anxious to take
In
11330
making ready for two new librara
new
court
house
care
tracted a near-record crowd of Charles F. Daughterly. 28. Marion.
Hilton Hughes with a double and a month is being raised
ian to begin work in the Regional
to $300 of the girls as any of the callers building was ordered for Callo- 412 reporter
s and photographers. when their car crashed into the
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (0111 — The a single. Following Hughes were a month for a single person with and we hope we can find the fi
way County. It was constructed
program. Mrs. Edna Darnell will
Kennedy bore little, if any, evi- rear of another car.
corresponding increases for mar- nances to manage it."
of brick, two stories high, and
be head librarian and Mrs. Evon advance weather forecast for Ken- Hughes with asstirted hits.
dence of his recent ailments. He
A federal warrant for the arOutstanding fielding by James ried persons ranging from
Kelly will be assistant librarian. tucky for the five-day period,
$55 to
He said the girls. who range in thirty-six feet square. The first told newsmen he was
Kerlick was seen as he more than $123 a month dependi
feeling fine. rest of Cox and Daugherty is on
They will serve as Regional work- Thursday through Monday;
ng on the age from three months to nine term of court was held in the new
The problems af Berlin. the fail- file at Paducah, Py.
Temperatures will average near once seemed ni pull the ball from number of children in the family. years. will go to the seashore aft- building in January of 1831.
ers.
tve to progress toward a nuclear
Cox, who has served time in the
The Murray-Public Library will seasonal normals, except for two nowhere.
er their father's funeral today "to
test ban and Khrushchev's recent federal penitentiary at Terre Haute
'foam
RHE
four
to
be closed on the Fourth of July,
degrees below normal in
help them forget."
Giants
Gen, John C. Fremont. soldier- economic claims dominated the for auto theft, told police he has
301 000 4 5 2
according to the decision of the southeastern Kentucky.
Their father was killed when
Tigers
evplorer
.
, named San Francisco's fast - moving conference, leaving made several large purchases re0
007
1
0
8
10
5
brary board in a meeting Mon- Kentucky normal mean temper- Rayburn
his automobile crashed into a pole
and
Golden
Thurmon
Gate. In a letter to the title time for discussion of do- cently — $3.500 for a house trailRoberts.
d;
ature 76.
Way night.
after he apparntly fell asleep at
Gibbs
(6)
and
U.S.
Adams.
Congress
he explained "I mestic matters except as they re- er, $450 for a car, $175 for a diaLouisville normal extremes 89
the wheel as he drove home. The
mond ring. and $200 for clothes.
Team
gave the name of 'Chrysopylae' lated to the foreign situation.
RHE
and 66.
SPEEDER
children'
mother
s
died
last
March
HOLLYWOOD (UN — The Screen
Police found a revolver in a
Pirates
or Golden Gate for the same rea204 1 0 0 7 10 5
Slow warming trend through
after
giving
birth
Raises
Georgett
to
Actors
Castro Issue
e, son that the
Guild has been asked in a
suitcase at .the scene of the car
Braves
5(12)3 0 2 22 12 2
harbor of Byzantium
One person was picked up by the weekend, then cooler about
the
youngest
.
accident. They illy found a rifle
Patterson and Shoemaker; Hodge, petition signed by more than 150
was called 'Chrysoceras' or Goldcity police yesterday for speed- the first of the week.
At one point. the President, in nearby that was
members to investigate circumHurt (2) and Nutter. Nix (2).
thought to be the
en Horn."
ing. He was fined $15.00 in city
Rainfall wilt airerage around one
response
to
a
question
SCREAMER
, said that ,.ne used in a June 2 holdup.
stances of the death of movie star
court by Judge Jake Dunn.
half inch, with widely scattered
Jeff Chandler.
•
thundershowers becoming more
ACTION. England (UPS — EdTV cowboy Clint Walker. star of
41
0-resise
numerous about the first of the
the "Cheyenne" series, circulated ward Payne vowed today to put
: r• •
•
1,
week. Mostly fair, dry weather In
the petition, which was signed by a stop to his 16-year-old daughsoutheastern Kentucky to until the
such performers as Efrem Zim- ter's plans to marry a long-haired
ell•Nere.
first of the week.
bliast Jr. Dorothy Previne and rock 'n' roll singer who calls himlor
self "Screaming Lord Sutch."
Dennis H Taylor. 1406 Hughes Troy Donahue.
The pair ran off to Scotland SatWalker revealed the 'petition said
ealleed Preen tweerweiliewal
Avenue is attending the annual
urday night seeking to get marmeeting of the National Education in party
by I nito•I err. I•ternallesol
"Was the death of Jeff ('handler ried. Lord Sutch is a former plumAssociation. Taylor is elementary
Western Kentucky — Mostly
school principal of the city school due to negligence, incompetence, ber's helper who achieved a refair and a little warmer through
Tony Jones pitched a one hit- system.
error or mitigating circumstances? putation by letting his hair grow
Thursday. except for chance of
ter yesterday in the Park League
"We feel we are entitled to know to 18-inch length and wearing a
The meeting is being held in
wide scattered afternoon thunder as
and are requesting that an investi- buffalo skin while screaming out
the Dodgers downed the Pir- Atlantic City,
New Jersey.
showers. High today 84 to 88, low
ates 11 to 2. The only one to get
410(
The week-long meeting involves gation be conducted by the guild his lyrics.
tonight around 60.
to evaluate the facts.
a hit for the Pirates was Bland. over 10,000
"How would you like a son-inteachers and other
&Temperatures at 5 am. CDT: John
"In case the facts to indicate law whose hair is longer than
Wilcox connected for two educational leaders.
Delegates will
Paducah 61, Louisville 55, Lexing- singles
for the Dodgers.
set the policies under which the negligence, incompetence or er- your daughter's?" Payne asked.
ton 60, Bowling Green 56, London
ror, we want the guild to take
In the first game the Cards group will
operate during the next
52, Covington 60 and Hopkinsville downed
necessary action to right this
the Orioles 6-2. No play- year, elect new leaders
KNOW YOU KNOW
58.
and con- wrong."
INTIRVIIWED BY OAS—Political prisoners, 31 of
er had more than one hit on either duct the business
them, are lined up at Victoria Prison In
affairs of their
by I MIN errs.
Ciudad Trujillo for an Interview with the
Evansville, Ind., 57.
Walker
team.
OAS Alasion sent to investigate condition
stressed that the petition
The adding machine was inventprofessional association.
s in
the Dominican Republic. The mission
signers are making no charges.
also interviewed prisoners held in connection
ed by Pascal in France in 1642.
with
the assassination of Rafael Trujillo.
(Radiophoto).
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, Miss Carol Jean Humphreys Is Married To
Airman Ray Sims At the Lynn Grove Church

Social Caiondas
Tea
For
At

METER V/ TTNIP.!S — MTRAY. RTN1'17CRY

Tuesday, June 27th
,
Story Hour for pre-school ages!Fs^
3 to 5 will be at 3 p. m. at the 1
al urras -Calloway Library.
The Paris Road Homemakers will
meet at 10 o'clock in the home al
Mrs. Pat Thompson for a potluck
luncheon. Officers for the coming
year will be elected.

Paris Road Club
Meets In Robinson
Home For Lesson

The Eva Wall eircle of the
W.M.S. of the Memorial Bapti-•
Church will meet at the home
Mrs. Everett Nanney at 2:30 p.m
••••

The Pars Road Homemakers
Club held its regular May meeting
in the home of Mrs. Chester Robinson with the president. Mrs. Pat
Thompson. presiding.
Mrs. J. T. Taylor called the roll
and airs. Jim Hart was in charge
of the devotion. Mrs. Ina Nesbitt
and Mrs. Dewey Grogan assisted
by Mrs. Wrather. presented the
lesson.
Nine members and four visitors
were present. The next meetmg
will be at Mrs. Pat Thompson's
home Tuesday. June 27th at 10:00
a. m. A pot luck lunch will be
served. Officers for the coming
year will be elected.
Visitors are welcome to all meetings.

The June McNeely Circle of the
W1MS of the Memorial Baptist
Church will meet at the home cf
Mrs. Elmer Sholar at 9:30 a.m.
•• ••
• Murray Star chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
hold its regular meeting at the
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.
•• •

Wednesday, Jun* 28th
The Cosered Wago: Stars- hour
for school age children will be
held at 2 p. m. at the Murray-Calloway Library.
The Calloway County Country
Club Ladies Day luncheon will be
served at noon. Mrs. Freed Cotham
is chairman of the hostess committee. For bridge reservations call
either Mrs. Don Robinson or Mrs.
Matt Sparkman.

Bill Boyd Speaker
For Magazine Meet
At Parker Home
MR. AND MRS. RAY SIMS

WI

Miss Carol Jean Humphreys. ist. Preceding the ceremony Miss
daughter of Mr and Mrs. Jack Douglas' selections were '• Largo"
Humphreys of Hazel Route One. by Handel, "Largo" by Ddorak. and
became the bride of Airman Sec- "I Love You Truly" by Jacobsond Class Ray Sims. eon of Mr Bond As the mothers were seated
and Mrs James Sims of Lynn she played "Traumerei" by ShuGrove. on Thursday. June 8
I man: and as the candles were beBro. Paul Hodges read the dou- ing lighted by Billy Pat Fain and
ble ring ceremony at eight o'clock 'Bobby Fain she played "Lietesin the evening in the sanctuary of 1 traum" by Liszt. During the cerethe Methodist Church at Lynn I mony -0 Promise Me" was softly
Grove.
played. Mrs. Orr sang -Wither
The ceremony was read under a Thou Goest". "Beacuse" and for
orought iron arch entwined eith the benediction she sang "The
greenery and wedding bells in the Wedding Prayer." The traditional
glow of candlelight from the seven wedding marches were used for
branched candelabra. Stands of the processional and the recessionuhite gladioli and banks of green al.
fern were used on either side of
The bride. given in marriage by
the altar Completing the altar set- her father,
wore a floor length
ting was a five branched candela- gown
of Chantilly lace and tulle
bra used behind the arch. The The fitted
bodice was fashioned
family pews were marked with ar- with a
walloped neckline enhanrangements of wh it e gladioli.
ced with sequin and seed pearl
greenery, satin bows, and centered
trim and long tapering sleeves The
with a lighted candle
basque waistline released a fall
A program of nuptial music was bouffant skirt which was accented
presented by Miss Emma Douglas. in the back with layers of gatherpianist. and Mrs Johny Orr. solo- ed lace and tulle The sequin and
seed pearl trim was repeated on
— tulle sections of the skirt Her
elbow length veil of illusion was
attached to a crown of Chantilly
lace with po-rts outlined with sequins and t.ny seed pearls. The
front came to a point and was
centered with a a pearl teardrop.
She wore small cultured pearl earrings.
Her bridal bouquet was of lilies
of the valley centered with a
IF WE FORGET TO
white orclud and white satin
SHAKE YOUR PAINT
streamers tied in lovers knots.
YOU GET IT FREE!
allis,s Lutrezia Hale was the maid
f honor. She wore a street length
dress of pale blue silk organza
over taffeta styled with a round
1neckline and full bouffant skirt
12th & Poplar
iHer head dress was of organza
1 with a circlet veil. Her bouquet
a as of white chrysanthemums tied
'h blue satin ribbon. The bridesmaids were Miss Joe
an Symour and Miss Carol Sal
n They wore pink and yellow
- a.ses fashioned eller the maia
honor's Their matching head
...
C PS had circlet
veils and the:,
• Tied bouquets of white chry
1 t hemums
with sat in ribbon
..ach.ng their dresses in color.
Nils.: Jan Orr. neice of the groom
s the flower girl. She had a
ress of pale. blue silk organza
•er blue net and taffeta with
eching head piece Ad mitts
•.c scattered row petals from a
• all basket covered with pale blue
at and tied a Oh blue satin bows.
Johnny Orr served lye
;
it brotherlaw as best man
nding r
• e altar with A.rman ims were
• rry Humphrey. brother of the
!ale. and Roger Burl.
The ushers were Bobby Fain.
lly Pat Fain. eharle.s Story. Jerry
.1 imphre'ys. and Roger Burt_
1 The bride's mother wore a nylon
lace dress of navy blue with match
ing accessories. The groom's mo'her was attired in a pale bite
oe dress with matching accessor
,•,. They each wore a corsage of
.. bite carnations.
Miss Sharon Hill registered th•
wedding guests at a table over
laid with white under white rea
An arrangement of white gladioli
and fern accented the table.
Immediately following the cere
PL 3-1916
-roily the couple left for a shoe
.- erldinz trip with the bride wear
ag a pale green and white strips.
otton sheath dress with a match
ng jacket and the white orchid
`rom her bridal bouquet pinned
or shoulder. From the chur'
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Mrs. E. C. Parker opened her
home for the meeting of the Magazine Club held on Thursday afternoon at 2:30 with the president,
Miss Cappie Beale. presiding.
Bill Boyd. cashier of the People's Bank of Murray, was the
guest speaker The subject of his
nformative and interesting talk was
"Women and Banking." A question
and answer period followed his
talk.
The program chairman, Mrs. Edwin Larson. introduced Mr. Boyd.
Refreshment, were served by the
hostess to the members aril guests
including Mrs Hughes of Memphis. Tenn.. John and Angie Warner of Elizabethtown. and Julie
Wells of Cincinnati. Ohio.

OFFICE SUPPLY DEPT.

Ledger & Times
Greene 0. Wilson

TFFSDAY — JrNE f27. Wt.

PERSONALS

geCZNTENNIAL SCRAPBOOK

—0---The War for the

Miss Kathy Rowlett left Sunday afternoon from Fulton by
train to visit her uncle and family in Jackson, Mississippi.

union 1861-65 in

After a month of mounting
criticism of his weakness in
dealing with he Rebels and their sympathizers, Abrahant Lincoln gave a signed demonstration of how strong he could be—and
would be—in wielding presidential power.
Four weeks after Lincoln's inauguration,
Baltimore presented a literal obstacle in
movement of troops from Northeastern states
toward Washington and Virginia via the
principal rail route. The mayor and chief of
police acted in sympathy with Confederates
who had tried, and failed thus far, to induce
Maryland to secede from the Union. In going
through Baltimore, the 6th Massachusetts
Regiment had been attacked by a mob. Railway bridges had been sabotaged.
Union troops were sent to occupy the city,
and their acticns brought about the celebrated John :Merryman case. Merryman was

No.22

Lo • 45

Charles Richardson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. M. G. Richardson, left
Murray early Monday morning,
June 19, hitch-hiking to California for a visit and vacation. After
receiving 13 rides, he arrived in
Topeka, Kansas, Monday night.
Mr. Pat Bogard of Murray offered him his first ride.
•
a •••
Mrs. William Barfield of Richman. Georgia: Mrs. Kelly Fitzerald of Many. Louisiana; Mr. and
Mrs. Jack D. Austin of Bellville,
Illinois; Mr. and Mrs. Max Horace
Churchill. Jr.. of Bellville; and
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Grant of West
Covina. California are visiting
their mother, Mrs. J. D. Grant of
102 South Fifteenth,
Mrs. Verne Kyle and daughter,
Kathy, and Mrs. Al Kipp are
spending the week in Mansfield,
Ohio visiting friends and relatives.
•* •

Murrayans Attend
Grand Assembly
Of Rainbow Girls
Members of the Murray Assembly
No, 19 Order of the Rainbow for
Girls attended the Grand Assembly
held at the Scottish Rite Temple
in Louisville June 18, 19, and 20
with headquarters at the Sheraton
Hotel.
Those from Murray attending
were Misses Beverly Rodgers. Phylis McNutt. Patsy Lax, Pam Garland, and Pat Dill, Mrs. Thelma
NIcDougal. Mrs. Frances Churchill,
and Brandon Dill.
Serving at the Assembly were
Miss Rodgers as Grand Page. Miss
Patsy Lax as Grand Christian flag
bearer. and Misses McNutt and
Garland as Grand Choir members.
Receiving honors for the year
1981412 were Miss Lax, Grand Nature; Miss Garland, Grand Representative to Vermont: and Miss
Dill, Grand Representative to Hawaii.

Pictures

one of the Baltimoreans seized and confined
In historic Fort McHenry [see below], by
military order. May 25, 1861. A lawyer
hastened to secure a writ of habeas corpus
for Merryman from Roger Taney, the Marylander who had the distinction of being the
first Roman Catholis chief Justice.
But Merryman stayed in confinement, for
President Lincoln arbitrarily decreed suspension of writs of habeas corpus. A new
appeal was made to Taney, who ruled that
writs could be suspended only by Congress.
Lincoln defied this decision; he secured a
supporting opinion from his Virginia-born
attorney general, Edward Bates, that the
president had pewee to act in the absence
of legislation. The Constitution had not set
forth who could suspend the privilege of
habeas corpus.
The Supreme
Court was to reassert itself after
the Rebellion.
when Taney was
dead and Lincoln's appointee.
Salmon P. Chase,
was chief juaLice. The court
Invalidated wartime convictions
In Northern states
on charges of
conspiring
against the 11. S.
or giving aid to
the enemy.
—Clark KinrULIrd

The Woman's Missionary Society
of the Memorial Baptist Church
held its general meeting at the
church on Wednesday evening at
730 with the vice-president. Mrs.
Vona Sanderson, presiding.
-Our Task Has Jest Begun" was
the topic of the Royal Service program presented with Mrs Lester
Garland as the leader. She was
aasisted by Mrs. Frances Buckner,
Mr: Alfrel Taylor, Mrs. Mary All.
britten. Mrs Thyra Crawford. and
Mrs. Sander.
The closing prayer was lel by
Mrs. aliment Billington.
Attending the meeting were sixteen ladies.
•' • •

•

•

Household Hints

Big Toe Replaces
Artists Brush
PALO ALTO, Calif. UPS — Sixth
grade teacher William Bond urges
his students to develop their feet
as well as their minds.
Instead of finger-painting, the
Ventura Elementary school
youngsters go in for foot-painting.
The more praficient use their
big toes as the main brush and,
sitting in chairs, move their feet
in wide arcs • • paint on canvas

and paper.
Others merely dunk their bare
feet into buckets of paint and
To stretch the life of elastic,
scamper over papers spread on keep the material
away from hot
the floor,
water, hot irons, synthetic deter"When we feel good by being gents, chlorine bleaches, .face
relaxed, we can be creative and creams and all oily preparations.
creativity is the key word with
us," Bond said. "If we are creative, we can stay happy. We all
try to be individuals ir. this class."
The teacher said foot prints
and bright-colored smears hang
from the ceiling and walls of the
classroom so students with talented feet can view them while
lying on the floor and reciting

• LAST TIMES TONITE •

''TOMBOY AND
THE CHAMP''
— in COLOR —

WED. & THURS.
•

THE
EXCITING
ESCAPADES
OF
AN
EXQUISITE
HEIRESS'

Memorial Woman's
inssionary Society
Has General Meet

rilA LOREN
PETER SHIERS

PLANT
FIRST DEMONSTRIMON

The 1
Millionairess

tic DEPT.of the INTERIOR

DRINK THAT GOOD GULF—Vice President Lyndon Johnson calls the nation's first sea
water purification plant "Insurance against the future" at dedication ceremonies in Freeport, Tex. It produces a mithon gallons of fresh water da,lv from Gulf of Mexico brine.

—

in

COLOR —

ABC's FOR BARGAIN-HUNTING GROWNUPS

STARKS HUME

TYPEWRITERS
For SALE
Or RENT

PHONE

steps she tossed her bouquet which
was caught by the maid of honor.
Miss Hale.
Airman Suits will leave after a
short furlough for Montana where
he is presently stationed. Mrs.
Sims will join him in the near
future,
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. James Sims entertained the wedding party with a
rehearsal dinner at the Triangle
Inn on Wednesday. June 7. A delicious barbecue plate and wedding
cake with ice cream was served to
the members of the wedding party
and their families. Miss Humphreys
presenttai her attendants with small
pearl earrings. Airman Sims' gifts
to his attendants were pearl tie
tacks.

•

f.t

FULL•SIZE DODGE DART

'FIRESIDE CHAT—Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushches presented this TV picture to the
Russian people as he told
them about his meeting in
Vienna with President Kennedy, and also told them,
more for U.S. benefit than
theirs, that there would be a
German peace treaty this
year, either with the Allies
or with the Soviet side alone.

You are always welcome
at an

EPISCOPAL
CHURCH
for
Worship or Consultation

A is for Alternator. Charges battery even at idle. b is for Bargain. The great deal you get with Dodge
In June. C is for Comfort. Chair-high seats. D is for
Dependable, the way Dodge Dealers are. E is
for Economy. Gas-saving engines. F is for Fun. You'll have
plenty in a Dodge. G is for Gala savings
you get now! H is for Handling. Easy. True. is for Interiors.
Plush. Roomy. J is for June. Best
time to get a great deal. K Is for Kick you can feel. L is for
Luxury. M is for Many models. N is
for Now. Never a better time to deal on Dodge. 0 is for
Opportunity. Yours! P is for Parking. Dodge
does it easily. Q is for Quality. R is for Rust-proofed
bodies. S is for Safety-rim wheels that
protect you in case of blowouts. T is for Torsion -Aire ride.
Smooth. U is for Unitized body. Sturdy.
V is for Value. High trade. Low price. W is for Welcome. The way you feel ruGH
STANDARDAuGRopiu
ctim
pipL
wril
l

•

I

at your Dodge Dealer's. X marks the spot. Your Dodge
Dealer's.
Yours—a Dodge at June bargain prices. Z is for Zip. To your
Dodge dealer's. S
Now!
or

- 303 S. 4th St.,

DODOE

TAYLOR MOTORS, INC.
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BERLIN CRISIS "SOVIET MANUFACTURED"
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1 Kennedy Warns Russia, Unity
Of West In Berlin Situation -

Rev. and Mrs. Edgar D. Farris
and son Howard of Coleman,
Florida are vacationing for five
weeks in Calloway County. The
Cuban Premier Fidel Castro had
family arrived on June 20.
not bargained in good faith for the
WASHINGTON (UPI — The InRev. Farris is retired from
UPI White House Reporter
release of 1.200 Cuban invasion
ternal _Revenue Service IRS filed twenty five years service in the
' FRANKFORT, Ky. MPS — Public
WASHINGTON 'UPI --- President prisoners in return for 500 agriculdocuments in Federal Tax Court Methodist Church and Mrs. Farassistance payments undder the
Kennedy today labeled the mount- tural tractors. Kennedy
here Tuesday alleging that for- ris is teaching in the Florida
said that
, tate's four major welfare proing Berlin crisis as "Soviet manu- unless Castro changed
'
iner Sen. Earle C. Clements bought schools with thirty-three years ex'•
his position
4
grams
factured."
will
be
Ile
boosted next month.
warned Russia that "the situation will remain as it
Itcurities worth more than $120,- perience.
1
In addition, major policy changthreats or fresh agressive acts is," meaning that Castro
000 from 1948 through 1956.
Mrs Farris is the former Sallie
will cones
will
will
not
undermine allied unity and tinue to hold the prisoners.
result in an additional
1
The IRS filed the statement in Howard of near Lynn Grove. Mrs.
3,600
determinat
persons being made eligible
ion.
At the outset of the news consupport of its claim that Clements Jess Story, Mrs. Cromer Arnett
or old age benefits and an ad"There is peace in Germany and ference, Kennedy plunged
owes the government $183,461 in and Mrs. 011ie Paschall are her
immein
Berlin," the President said at diately into the subject
ditional 1,000 families being made
unpaid income taxes plus penal- sisters. Mr. Farris has two broof Gerhis first news conference since many and
eligible for aid to dependent
Berlin with a lengthy
ties that would bring the total thers Col. Charles Farris and Alvie
May 5.
children.
statement, possibly his gravest to
IN MAHOGANY—Former President Eisenhower listens in
to $297.291.
Farris. His father Alvert Farris
"If it is disturbed, it will be a date.
State Economic Security Com• Gettysburg, Pa., as sculptress Frau Annie Hofken-Hempel
The revenue service repeated of Browns Grove is living also
direct Soviet responsibility."
missioner Earle V. Powell expects
of Trier, West Germany, explains how she carved that
"It is of the greatest importance
Its claim that in 1950 Clements and was 94 in March.
Kennedy's remarks came as So- that the American
the changes to affect about 2.500
"heroic-size" mahogany bust of him for his contributions in
diverted $147,000 that had been
people underRev. and Mrs. Farris' son Hoviet
Premier
Kentuckians now on the public
Nikita
Khrustich
the
field
ey
of foreign affairs and German-American friendship.
stand the basic issues involved
political campaign ward, is a senior at Florida Sousaid
in
Moscow
issistance
that
any
rolls
Russian
or
who will be
and the threats to the peace and
* to his own use.
themMethodistCollege
Lakepeace treaty with East Germany security
made eligible
of Europe and of ourAmong the securities the IRS land. Florida.
will
guarantee
The
continued
liberaliza
Western selees posed by the Soviet antion of the prosaid Clements bought were $30.The family left Murray four
Brown Tucker Back
access
to
West
Berlin.
grams
was
But
made possibly by an
Khrush- nouncement that they intend to
596 worth of University of Ken- years ago because of Rev. Farris'
chev still emphasized that control
From Convention
additional $1,080,000 in state funds
change un'laterally the existing
Cheryl Cran•
tucky Memorial Coliseum bonds health. He reported yesterday,
of
the
access
routes
provided
would be in arrangements for Berlin,"
in the 1961-62 appropriain 1948.
while a visitor in the Ledger and
KenThe
the
third
hands
annual
of
HARTFORD. Conn. ign)
rodeo,
the East German nedy said.
tion and an added $2.223,000 in
sponBrown Tucker, Commander of
Clements' attorney in Louisville, Times, that he feels fine now. He
sored by the Ilenry County Sad- the local VFW Post
Communists_ and that arrangeCheryl Crane. the troubled daugh- federal matching funds.
5638,
has
reCites
S. Russell Smith, said a reply said that Mrs. Farris would teach
Past Events
ter of actress Lana Turner, was
The maximum monthly pay- rile Chita promises spills and turned from the state convention ments would have to be made with
"The 'crisis' over Berlin is Sowould be filed within the stipu- for seven more years in Florida
them
placed by her mother in a private ments were raised in all public thrills, rain or shine, June 29, 30 held in Louisville June 22-25.
viet-manufact
ured." he added, related 45-day period.
schools before retiring.
July 1. at the Paris, Tenn.. FairhogPital Tuesday for intensive assistance categories.
Tucker said that the "Cold War
lating the history of Soviet actions
Smith said he saw no way to
grounds.
psychiatric treament.
The
Veterans
ceilings
Bill"
on
is
favored
payments
to
in the
since the 1948 Berlin blockade.
pass
Settle the claim as long as the
JOHN F. KENNEDY:
Amon the events are roping. through Congress.
The 17-year-old girl flew from aid to dependent children proThis bill is a
He said unilateral Soviet conclu/RS is "in orbit at astronomical
Hollywood with her mother and gram were increased from $36 a bulldogging. bronc riding, bull rid- continuation of the Veteran's Bill
". . The Soviets would make sion of a so-called peace treaty
heights and claiming fraud."
Fred May, Miss Turner's fifth month for the parent and first ing. barrel racing and specialty of Rights.
with East Germany could not
• grave mistake if they suppose
husband, to enter the Institute for child to $42 a month, and from acts, Anyone may apply to compete
He also reported that 1400 ap- that allied unity and
abridge allied rights in Berlin and
determinain
the
rodeo
events
which
usually
Living
here
plications
with
month
approval
the
a
S27
for the veterans bonus tion can be undermined
of
for each additional
would amount to a repudiation
HODGENVILLE Ky.
Forby
attract some of the top riders on are being processed
daily. Over threats or fresh aggressive acts." by the Soviets of multilateral commar Oreille Judge L B. Handley California juvenile officials. child to $33 a month.
the
rodeo
circuit.
Cheryl,
$45
The
who
killed her mother's
million dollars had been paid
maximum payment to the
mitments to which they solemnly
86, died at his home here TuesThe Grant Family of Little Rock, out in bonuses,
•
he said with over
subscribed and have repeatedly
day. He had been ill since HMO, lover in 1958, already has run needy blind, the permanently and Ark, parents
and
three
children
100.000 veterans receiving a check.
reaffirmed. "
when he suffered a cerebral hem- away twice from a West Coast totally disabled and the aged was headline
NIKITA S KHRUSHCHEV:
the rodeo each night with
1 for troubled girls.
raised frosn $89 a month to $80
mileage while presiding ore: pw
"
The President found it clear in
An assistant medical diree•or at I month.
,
•
ren Circuit Court at Glasgow in
LI% . do not frighten us
recent statements by the East
Revival At Kirksey
a
school"
"high
performin
harse,
g
Powell said-the increase in payWe will sign a East German German regime that, under the
the old 10th Judicial District. He the institute here said Cheryl entered "on her own voliton."
ments will average $8 a family trick riding and the Roman stand Begins
peace treaty. If the Western Communist plans for West Berlin,
was a native of Upton, 1(y.
riding
bareback
two
horses
at
full
in the children's program, $9 per
powers mobilize, we will talc* the rights of the citizens there
gallop at stand.
recipient in the programs for the
A resival beginning July 2 and the necessary measures and in- would be "gradually but relentLOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI — The
Mrs. Esco Gunter librarian and
The
Henry
County
Saddle
Club continuing throughou
blind and disabled, and $8.50 a
t the week crease our defense capacity."
lessly extinguished."
Mrs. Ben Trevathan, bookmobile Board of Aldermen Tuesday
Drill Team aLso will perform their
month for the aged beneficiaries.
will be held at the Kirksey Methorecord budget
Includes Previous
librarian reported Monday night night approved
precision drill which has brought
dist
The
most
Church
important policy the club invitation
with Rev. Orville
that 3244 books had circulated this of $20,509,770 for the fiscal year
Other Related Items
s
all
over
the
change
Easley
isn't to provide assistance
the visiting evangelist.
month from the library system starting July I, but defeated two
near South ti perform at fairs and
to the "essential person" n the
Services will be held at 11.00
Other presidential news conferproposed ordinances that would
here.
other outdoor events. Grady huta.m. and 7:30 p.m. Pastor of the ence highlights bearing directly
cases of aged beneficiaries.
By STEVE TITSWORTH
The library, to meet the demand have barred reeled segregation of
son leads the team as Drill Master.
church is Rev. Johnson Easley.
on the tense East-West relations.
This change will provide beneIn the opening game of the
of the users, will open on Satur- business establishments in the
The three night shows are pro—The President disclosed he
Prep League twi•raght doublehead- fits to about 3,200 persons, under duced by Fowikes
days at 9 o'clock in the morning city.
Brothers,
Frankhas asked for toe convening of a
er, the Tigers blasted past the the 65-year age limit, who are lin, Tenn., well known
Wand stay open until 5 o'clock.
on
the
special panel of eminent scienSTANTON. Ky. Sin — Buford Giants in the final inning to beat considered essential to the well- rodeo circuits
The Murray-Calloway County
for their .hard-tohats to studywhetherthe Soviet
Library won 100 books in the re- Estes Sr., 74, a farmer of near the Giants 8 to 4. The whole Tiger being of the old-age assistance re- ride horses and bulls. General adUnion
cent National Library Contest. Waltersville. died Tuesday at a team responded to a final rally in cipient. These are chiefly spouses mission is S1.00 with reserve seats
Firemen were called this morn- gaged in secret testing of nuclear
Morgan County won first plaie. Lexington hospital of rabies, after the sixth inning. Danny Lampkins or unmarried daughters or sisters. available at the gate.
Other categories of public asing to the Murray Hatchery where weapons.
There were 30 public libraries being bitten by a fox about az and Gaylon Shaw led the Tigers
—Kennedy bluntly challenged
a fire was in progress in the broodwho competed in the contest. weeks ago lie was the second per- with two hits apiece. James Wilson sistance already make provision
MARION, Ind. UPS — Police
er house located behind the main Khrushchev's forecast that the SoJudging of the scrapbooks entered son to die of rabies in Kentucky and J. W. Adams with a triple for aid to essential persons.
building.
viet Union would outproduce the found 52.249 in cash, believed to
Another policy change•will rewas done by the-"Frankfort Libr- this year, state health officials each, and Butch Turner with a
said, both from fox hites.
vise the definition of an incapadouble.
Work was underway to place United States by 1970. Kennedy he part of the take from a Kenary. board.
For the Giants, Dicky Farrell cited parent of a dependent child
baby chicks under the brooders, said that, under the present rates tucky hank holtiup. in the trailer
LEVITTO
According to a reportn
WN,
Pa.
•UPI.
— Fame
LEXINGTON, Ky.T
when wood shavings under the of growth of both nations, Soviet of one of two ex-convicts held in
, ' o_
— Her- was the ace batter with two pow- to include disabled fathers who ilies from all parts of the
brary board meeting Monday
country
connection with a $166 Huntington,
gut Samuel
Ictan, , and Earl erful doubles. Gibbs received the are unable to find suitable work continued their
Tight. 50 percent of the books
calls today offer- brooders caught fire. The brooders output will not reach two-thirds of Ind.. robbery.
*yid in tally as the winning hurler and in their own county or community. ing to adopt the seven
apparently were too close to the U.S. output by 1970. Furthermore,
checked out one day was done by Sexton Jr.. X sear
little
Marion police believed the monPolice Court Tuissda on charges Rayburn as the losing pitcher.
floor.
A third policy change will liber- Schaefer
e said, a small increase in the
pre-school children: 10 per cent
girls
whose
father,
ey, which was taped to the bottom
that they permitted their tobacIn
the
alize
American
Booster
second
tanks
the
game.
income
growth
the
were
Braves
rate
used
exemptio
to
"well
n
withexcale
George, 31. a widower. was killed
by children; 13 percent by teenof a drawer. ea., part of $10.000
co warehouse to Is• used for sprang past the Pirates to become for persons who are legally
re- in an auto crash in Philadelphia tinguish the blaze with damage in our capability" would mean taken from the
agers; 16 percent by adults ((icFarmer's Trust
gambling Earl Sexton testified the victor with a score of 22-7. sponsible for the care of their
primarily
to
that
the
Russia
brooders.
could
not
No
out-produ
baby
ce Bank in Kevil.
tion) and 11 percent - non-fiction
Sunday.
Ky.. June 7.
that h• had given a friend a The "big man with the bat" for aged parents.
chicks
were
America
lost
at
any
time
in
the 20th
by adults and children.
The father's brother. Peter, said
James Roy Cox. 30. Marion adkey to the warehouse on the the Braves was Ronnie Roberts
Century.
This change raises the minimum Tuesday that most callers were
Roy Maya, assistant Extension understan
mitted to police the hank holdup
ding it was to be used with two slamming singles and a salary that a person can
male ready to adopt "two or three of
Librarian of the Library Exten- for
and a filling sttaion raid Monday
• 'social card game" only.
romerun. Shoemaker was next with before he must assume financial the girls,
Near Record Crowd
sion Department, Frankfort, was
but some even offered
night.
a
double
and
a
single,
then
Oliver responsibility for his indigent to take all seven."
at the board meeting and aided
The President's 12th nevi's conCox was caught shortly after the
with two singles.
parent.
Schaefer said however. "relalocal problems of housing and
ference since his inauguration at- filling station holdup along with
The Pirates' leading batter was
The previous minimum of $250 tives are as anxious to take care
In 1830 a new court house
making ready for two new librartracted a near-record crowd of Charles F. Daughterly, 28, Marion,
.
Hilton Hughes with a double and a month is being raised to $300 of the
girls as any of the callers building was ordered for Callo- 412 reporters and photographers. when their car crashed into the
•
o
gm worK in one rsegionai
LOUISVILLE. Ky. elln — The a single. Following Hughes were a month for a single person with and we hope we can find the fi- way County. It was constructed
program. Mrs. Edna Darnell will
Kennedy bore little, if any, evi- rear of another car.
Hughes with asstirted hits.
of brick, two stories high, and!
corresponding increases for mar- nances to manage it."
be head librarian and Mrs. Evon advance weather forecast for KenA federal warrant for the ardence of his recent ailments. He
Outstanding fielding by James ried persons ranging from $55 to
Kelly will be assistant librarian. tucky for the five-day period,
Ile said the girls, who range in thirty-six feet square. The first told newsmen he was feeling fine. rest of Cox and .Daugherty is on
Kerlick was seen as he more than $123 a month depending on the
term
of
court
was
Thursday
held
in
age
through
the new
from three mAnths to nine
They will serve as Regional workMonday:
The problems of Berlin, the fail- file at Paducah, Py.
Temperatures will average near once seemed to pull the hall from number of children in the family. years, will go to the seashore aft- building in January of 1831.
ers.
Cox, who has served time in the
ure to progress toward a nuclear
nowhere.
The Murray-Public Library will seasonal normals, except for two
er their father's funeral today "to
test ban and Khrushchev's recent federal penitentiary at Terre Haute
Team
R
H
E
help them forget."
be closed on the Fourth of July, to four degrees below normal in
purcha.gi
Irims
t
Gen. John C. Fremont. soldier- economic claims dominated the for auto theft, told police
Giants ..
30 I 000 4 5 2
according to the decision of the southeastern Kentucky.
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Drag Racing
MurderWeapon

By FRED DOWN
United Press International
Add Warren Hacker and Juan
Pizarro to the mountain of evidence that no pitcher can be considered "through" until he's
experienced the magic treatment
of
Al Lopez.
Both Hacker and Pizarro seemed headed down the long trail to
baseball oblivion at the start
of
the season but they're two of
the
major reasons for the Chicag
o
White Sox' amazing climb from
last
place to fourth in the Americ
an
League pennant ract. And just
in
ease Chicago fans need a good
omen, it was a pair of Nation
al
League castoffs — Gerry Staley
and Turk Luwn — who played
vital roles in the White Sox' last
flag win in 1959.
Win Twelfth Straight
The astoaLthing Sox rolled to
their 12th straight victory and
made it 19 wins in their last
20
games when they whipped the Detroit Tigers, 6-3 and 11-1, Tuesday night before 57,271 largest
crowd in Detroit history. The sweep
moved the White Sox to within
Va games of first place and shaved the Tigers' first-place lead to
a half-game over the New York
Yankees, who dropped a 7-6 decision to the Los Angeles Angels.
Hacker, ex-Cub called up from
Chattanooga three weeks ago, received credit for the White Sox'
first-game victory on the strength
of a two-run eighth-inning homer
by Minnie Minos°.

Ten Years Ago Today
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DON'T SCRATCH THAT ITCH!
IN JUST 15 MINUTES
If the itch needs scratching, your
48c back at any drug store. Uuse
ITCH-ME-NOT to check eczema,
ringworm, insect bites, foot itch,
other external itches. You feel it
take hold. Then itch and burning
are gone. ITCH-ME-NOT is easy
to apply, instant-drying. TODAY
at (Hugland Drug).
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NOTICE ,
MEMBERS OF WESTERN DARK
FIRED TOBACCO GROWERS
ASSOCIATION
'rile animal inerling of the members
will be held
at the main office of the Western
Dark Fired&
Tobacco Growers .1ssociation, Alurr
ay, Kentucky,
Wenneschi)', July I?. 1961, at
11 O'ClOrk 11.111. for
the purpose or hearing the report or the
President
and a general discussion of the coope
rative's affairs.

By Order of the Board of Directors
Joe E. Pace,13ec'y-Treasurer
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Lots Sold Last Year Re-Selling At
Profits of 20 to 40 Per Cent!
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Candle wax can be removed
from table linens by placing the
stained fabric between white blotters of several thicknesses of
cleaning tissues and then pressing with a warm iron. Boiling
water also can be poured on the
spot, if you are sure that it will
not injure the fabric. In either
case remove any remaining stain
with a grease solvent, such as

No.2A.TA"
'

Murray, Ky. Tuesday June 27:
1901. Murray Livestock Co. market
report. Receipts: Hogs: 72. ( a:tie
and Cakes: .s40. Sheep:'A Hogs.
Receipts mostly mixed grade bathers. Steady to 50c higher. U.
S.
No. 1, 2 and 3 barrows an:1 gin
38 head 207 lb. $17.50; 166-180
516.00-17.00; 250-265 lb. S16
17.00; Na. 2 and a sews 330-580 .
512.50-13.75i
Cattle and Calves: Receipts mustly cows, stuck steers ants Heifers.
All Classes steady. Standard and
Good 50-700 lb. mixed slaughter
yeaslings_. $20.00-22.25. Good and
Cho.ce 300-5U6 lb. slaughter calves
323.00-25.25; Unlity and Commercial cows 514.40-16.40, Canner and
Cutter $12.10-15.00. Utility and
Commerical bulls 51750-19.10. Good
and Choice 300-600 lb. stock steers
523.00-25.80, Medium $20.00-21.00:
Ciemman $15 80-19 50. Goo: and
Choice 300-660 lb. stock heifer.
520.25-23.00. Medium $17.7a-1975;
Vedium and Good stuck cows with
calves S152 50 172.50 per per.
Baby Calves: A-round 10 head
$13 00-30.00 per head.
Vealers'.. Mostly 25-50e lower.
, ( -hence $26 50 27.50. Goed $240026.00; Standard $21 56-24.2.5
Shoop: Good and Choice 80-90
13rrOe: $16 23-1725. ti s) I
and shone
sli Sit
,
4 A ,.

cb,

cisco Giants routed the Phiadelphia
phillies, 12-5, and the Milwatkee
Braves topped the St. Louis
nals, 3-0.

The War for the Union 1361-65 in Pictures--"t

gun of
t Mallory, the Florilan who resigned from
alined
IA61-65all
40 Ices In Wi
have
beenaerv.
the V the U. S. Senate and the ch:urrnanship of
Marine 03itpa---the Union Marines, the Con- 4'7 its Naval Affairs Committee to be secretary
teas:raw nenassan as probably will be stir.
of Navy in Jefferson Davis' Cabinet, was to
s Institute a Confederate Melina Corps.
Prielng to caw i.43 read that there was a a
Marino Corps, C-S..A.• It has been overlooked -.4 Only at out a fifth of the U. S. Navy's
by Most historians cf the conflict Even the' 'officers went over to the Rebels, but half of
tomprebeneive 'Civil War Dictionary," edit- IL the U. S. Marine Corps' officer personnel
ed by LL Cmdr. Mark M. Boatncr Er (pub. iv, did 8C1.
by David McKay Co.), does not mention the tp The Confederate Marine Corps was It:rated
ceVrailatk0 or 113 rfirrirnqndf.r. Lloyd J. II originally to a mere 621 men. The Rebel
a- •
3 Congress increased the authorizsd number
• Ow Of DO Brit stare taken by Stephen
Later, but the total 'leatherneck.'" wider
Southern arms seems
never to have exceeded
1,000. The Confederate
Navy Itself remained
small. because President
Davie Ignored most of the
advice given him in 1861
by Mallory. Matthew
Maury, end others who
realized that naval power
would be the most powerful factor in determining
the outcome of the consfilet.
Initial outfit of the
Coniederate Marines came
from England, and indented swords for the NCO".
,
467
: amoomei-um
easwanera,a diador
i4ease‘a
They were detail to 16
diffacent warships and to
4.4Zi
jri.etts/1
guard duty at naval yards.
--Clark Kinnaird
Left: Portion of a ownmistelon in the Marlas
Corps, C.S.A.
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OUR SPECIALITY, RECAPPING ALL
SIZES WITH FIVE TREAD DESIGNS!

cinnati Reds maintained their
three-game lead with a 10-8 dece
sion over (he Chicago Cubs, the
bTrh
gAngpeilreasteD
Dodger
se,ei s beatthe F
Pritatnn.
I
the San

kCENTENNIAL SonArtoOK,,

Federal State Market
News Service

Read The Ledger's Classifieds
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No Pitcher Through Until He Goes Through
"Magic Treatment" Of Lopez; Sox Roll On

COLUMBUS (UPS — The Ohio SuNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALL
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & ACE WITMER CO., 1509 preme Court today upheld a life
Life Bldg., New York. N.Y.;
National League
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Cleveland
sentence for a young man for his
41 31 .569 41.4
Baltimore
part in a drag race that resulted
38 34 .528 7'2
W
L
Pct. GB
&sacred at the Post Office, Murray, Kentuc
Chicago
ky, fur transmission as in three deaths.
3d 34 .528 7'2
Second Class Matter
Cincin
nati
44 25 .638
Boston
The prosecutor at the time of
36 35 .507 9
42 29 592 3
Washington ...
SUBSCIIIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murra
the teal said the' guilty verdict Los Angeles,
31 40 .437 14
y,
per
week
20g,
San
per
Franci
sco
month 85c. In CaLoway and adjoining counti
39 30 .565 5
Kansas City
29 40 .420 15
es, per year, $3.50; else- would show that -an autombile used Pittsburgh
where, $5.50.
33 31 .516 8'2 Minnesota
in a drag race is a deady weapon."
28 43 .394 17
32 32 500 92 Los Angeles
The conviction was the first in Milwaukee
26 47 .356 20
St.
Louts
30 37 .488 13
Ohio in which a traffic' death reWEDNESDAY — JUNE 28. 1961
Tuesday's Results
25 41 379 17'S
sulted in a murder conviction with Chicago
Philadelphia
22 42 344 1Pt Wash. 8 Clev. 5 night
its mandatory life sentence.
Chicag
o 6 Det. 5 1st, twi
Evidence at the trial was that
Tuesday's Results
Chicago 11 Den 1, 2nd. twi
Ellis Patterson Jr. and James Brad- Cincinnati
10
Chicag
o 8
alkin. 6 Boston 5 1st, iwi
Ledger & Times File
ley Jr. agreed to drag race on a San Fran
12 Phil night
Minn. 6 Boston 3 2nd, night
Canton city street on the night of Los Ang.
-- —
9
Pitts. 5 night
Halt'. 5 Kans. City 3 1st, twi
Jo.
it Cuba, ilro‘viie.1 Sept. 10, 1959. The prosecu:or said Milwaukee 3 St. Louis 0 night
Balti. 7 Kan. City 2 2:1(1, night
,this interning at helitneky Dam Village
Wednesday's Probable Pitchers
State Park. Ile they hit speeds up to 120 miles per
Los Ang. 7 New York 6 night
IINC other compiniolis were tin au
hour.
Cincinnati at Chicago, 2 - 11:.1 outing at the
Wednesday's Probable Pitchers
1111C.
At the foot of a hill, the Bradley Toole 6-6 and Purkey 9-3 vs. Curtis
Chicago at Detro.t — Herbert
car
%% ill Mac J1111cS,
hit a car
ng three genera- 3-2 and Hobble 4-9.
soll of .N1r. and Mrs.
6-6 vs. Mossi 8-1
Carlos Jones, tions of onecarryi
family, killing three
wie. elected to lbe oifieo „r commi,
Los Angeles at Pittsburgh, night
Boston at Minnesota, night —
,ioner of Agriculture persons and
injuring three others. — Drysdale 5-4 vs. Gibbon 5-3.
..t 1111. 11111111:11 I:41y S
Monbouquette 7-6 or Delock 4-3 vs.
111'111 al the Nlillersburg
Bradley pieaded guilty to second
Military
San Francisco at Philadelphia. Pascual 5-9.
lit.:littite this week.
degree manslaughter and was sen- night — LeMay 1-0 vs. Short
2-3.
Baltimore at Kansas City, night
Quilimin Lamb died suddenly
tenced to serve three consecutive
night
Milwaukee at St. Louis, night — Barber 9-5 vs.
Keausse 1-1
Ater 111'1%'?1111I V% 'lb a friend. it, fit of a heart 1 to 20 year prison senten
—
Clonin
ces.
ger
ill etiiiiionly
1-1 or Ilendley 0New York at Los Angeles, night
anti
l'111 111111 1111 11141111e 111
1 10
Patter
vs.
N111111 Street to lie. down
Gibson
son was indicted and con5-4.
—Turley 3-4 vs. Bowsfield 3-2
.
lie ,oiecumbed
victed for second degree murder,
Thursday's Games
Washington at Cleveland 2. twiThe iourth
which
carries a mandatory life sent- Cincinnati at Chicago
North-Soulh ba,kethall panto Will
night
McLain 6-6 and Mathias
ho playeil at MIlray S11110'
ence, with parole after 10 years.
Los Angeles at Pitts. night
C1111,..10 ion
0-1 vs. Grant 7-1 and Perry 6-5
lith next )
ear.
Thee aiiiintitieenietil %sae mane
San Fran at l'hil. night
Thursday's Games
by
II. Wrather, geneThe Court of Appeals set aside
'ii
(Only games scheduled)
„nom, iii I h ea..:.. commi—ioM.
Chicago at Detroit
n.
Patterson's conviction on grounds
American League
Boston at Minnesota
the trial court should have instructW L Pct. GB
Washington at Cleve. night
ed
the
jury
to consider the possi- Detroit
oat six.
45 26 634
Baltimore at Kan Cay night
bility
of
a manslaughter conviction New York
In the second game. the Indians
44 26 .6M
(Only games scheduled)
outslugged the Dodgers to gain with its leaser sentence.
an 8 to 5 decision. The Indians
The Ohio Supreme-Court, howbanged out 11 hits and the Dodgers ever,
Pizarro. ex - Milwaukee disapoverruled the Court of Appeals
10. James Green led the Indians
pointment, turned in his fourth
and upheld the decision of the jury.
at the plate with two doubles and
straight win during the streak
a single. Steve Chadaick chipped
Putnam in his argument to the
with a nifty five-hitter in the
in with 3 double and a single.
jury called for a -verdict that will
nightcap. The White Sox supportring throughout the nation that an
ed him with their biggest attack
Cent Garland and Joe Ward automo
bile used in drag racing Is
of the season. 3 19 -hit barrage
Ricky I dwell of the Orioles were the Dodgers' leading hitters. a deadly weapon.
which included three hits each by
each
getting
two
single
s
Green
fired a is, hiffer to lead h.s team
Piaalcro, Andy Carey, Jim Lanwas
Putna
the
winnin
m
g
told
pitcher
the
jury
and Chara guilty verni a 5 to 2 victor) over :he Phils
dis and Luis Aparicio.
dict would stand -as a monument
in Mona) night's Pony League lie Warren the loser.
Yost Hits Homer
to
Teem
justice
and
cast a protecting
RUE
ac lion.
Eddie Yost's three - run homer
1
shado
Phil,
w
over
1
0 0 000 1 2 0 5
generations yet unTidwell walked 4 and fanned ,
and a homer by Ken Ilunt were
17 at working his ma-sera:ere. Ben 'Orioles . 1 04 000 x 5 6 2 born."
the big blows for the Angels, who
Hogancamp led the Oriole anask
beat the Yankees for the third
4. Lamb and Kale). Tidwell and The prosecutor, arguing that drag
with three s.ngles in three tirps Illogareamp.
time in five meetings at Los Angracing which could prose fatal to
eles.
ta the plate.
:Team
R H E .nnocent persons was murder, held
J.mmy Limb was the lesisg 'Indians
1 03 1 0 1 2 8 11 2 that Patterson was guilt) of conThe Washington Senators snappitcher. although he :ale up Or Iv 'Dodgers
1 00 3 1 0 0 5 10 5 spiracy to murder when he agreed
ped a 10-game losing streak with
THREE YEARS IN STATION WAGON—Don Haynes sits quietly,
six hits He walked :au ad strust' Green arid Joseph. Hargrove
to ;he drag racing, on city streets.
an 8-5 victory over the Cleveland
sealed in a station wasen in St. Louis, Mo., write barber
lie called this an "agreement to
Indians, the Minnesota Twins whipGene Wilder reaches through the bars to do a job. Ilaynes
got himself into this fix by being a guest on the "People
ped the Boston Red Sox. 6-5 aid
Are Funny" TV show. That was Oct. 23, 1938. Ile get' out
6-3, and the Baltimore Orioles
The two drag racers cline upon
In Hawaii on Oct. 25, laEl, and collects $2u0 for each day.
swept a twi-night doubleheader
a car carrying the Serena family
- - -- -from the Athletics, 5-3 and 7.2.
• -of Canton. Killed were Hoceo seem,
.n other American League games.
80. Nancy. 32. and Ricky, 8. William
In the National League. the Can
Serena, 37; was permanently crip
pled. Dorothy. 58 and Christ ne. 4
were .sjured.

CZECH, GO HOMEI—Miroslav Nacvalac, the
Czechs' No. 3
clansmat in the U.N. who was found to be
doing esp.onage
work on the West Coast, Is shown with his
family about to
board a plane in New York for home—
now that tas usefulness is kaput_ Wife is liana. Children are
Mirtalay, 8, and
(rear) Ivan, 10. He left by State Depart
ment "Invitation."
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Swift, smooth action ...
printwork perfection
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performance and printwork than any
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portable ever rnede-.—Availab+e-in lovely •
colors ... Sunglow, Jade, Sapphire,

$4.25

soon...

Pearl, Flamingo, Ivory. Come in
see and try these newest, most exciting
portables for yourself:

LLY
dil Spring

^

$2.50

Now,from the first name in typewriters
... the last word in portables!
Beautifully styled, they're just as
practical as they are handsome. They're
built solid. They stay put when you type
on them. They give you more in

•

I WU /I

—

P. Newest, most exciting styling
•Precision design and engineering
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2556 Fine Writing

FREE
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of extra cost, Come sn now
get
the REMINGTON COLOR KEY Touch
Typing Course...teaches touch
typing by color in just 10 lessons,
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precision-built Victors

• 10-key or lull-keyboard ... totals 9,g99,999.99
• Electric models low as SIM

OPS
folders are as accessible as the first!
Smooth gliding drawers, spring
compressors and guide rods. Heavy
gauge steel,olive green or Cole groy.I
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VICTOR CHAMPION ADDING MACHINES

"No.

AN;h D TIMES
LEDGER of:

203 $49.50

1,4,1.'205 $74.75

L
for Typing

GREENE 0. WILSON, MANAGER

•

for the Student

• DESK PEN & PENCIL SETS
• DESK PADS & BLOTTERS
• ACCORDIAN FILES
• OFFICE MACHINE RIBBONS
• ROLL LABELS & STENCILS

___FOR_ YOUR

OFFICE

aesk bes

-value
top
at a
rice
l ow p

for the Kitchen

• GUEST CHECKS

accelerator
action

• CARBONS, CARBON ROLLS

rowing

PAYROLL BOOKS

•

COLUMNAR PADS
TYPEWRITER PAPER

•

$159.50

*220.00 plaster.

GARAGE WORK ORDERS

Teasi;lf-fo-use dictation maChine-

ever
invented. Dictate ... transcribe . .
. record
telephone calls ... all with push-butto
n ease.'
DICTATE AND TRANSCRIBE WITH ONE
MACHINE
Does double duty. No need to bay two
mochines
to dictate and one to transcribe). It tronscribes (ono
as well
as records (transcribing accessories at small
additional
charge)... as easy to use as the telephone Can
amplify
Incoming telephone collo for group
confer•rec•s.
EAVE MONEY
Dictate when It suits you
girl transcribes When
It, best for her. Eliminates costly stenographic
dictation.
PEAS/ TO OPERATERequires no eirperi•nce, requiriss no liming, no
putter.
Ing. Mok• corrections with Ilse flick of a fing•r.
Errors
,eraus automatically.
PAYS FOR ITSELF
Ideal for work at Isom*. Steno time
coved
machines in weeks—front then on your Dictator pays for
is profit.

REGISTERS & FORMS

Oth.D, ovIstonding fliatvr•s

DOUSLE TRACK
Enables 2 hour recording anon, reel instead
of usual I hour. When used for
corrections
makes erasure, after typing unnecessary.
RECORD CALLS
Push a button and you record any phone
convorsotion (both your voice and the voice
talking to you).
ERASURE PROOF
Only on the
Oktaler Is It Impossible for
the person transcribing to accidentally
erase
any of the dictation.
HI -fl SPEAKER
A full tiros "built-In" Hi-fi
speaker give,
crystal deer quality instead of muffled you
tones
as in other mochiniss.
=CM._

•CALL ( PL 3-1916 ) FOR FREE DEMONSTRATION

•

$12.95

Ideal for the student in the family. Makes
homework more attractive. Use it as o typewriter table, "TV" stand or work bench. Has
roomy center drawer and shelf for books.
Also handy in the kitchen. Rolls smoothly on
four casters ... opens up to 39" x 17" and is
typewriter desk height. Heavy gouge steel
and strong piano hinges. Will last a lifetime.'
Green or gray finish.

• RECEIPT BOOKS

•

ANY

No 750

Test and discover

• JOURNALS & LEDGERS

•

001e13
'UTILITY TABLE'

•

COLE'S NEW ELECTRONIC MARVEL MAKES
DICTATING...FAST...SIMPLE...EFFICIENT!

•

Beili like a deski

REPORT COVERS
CASH & BOND BOXES
CLIP BOARDS & STAPLERS
FIRE-PROOF TREASURE
CHESTS

1

Metaistand's
60 Double
Pedestal
Executive Desk

I

SECRETARIAL AND SINGLE /
PEDESTAL DESK ALSO
1
LOW PRICED
ws.

Here's the desk that meets every requirement
in executive
furniture. Beautiful and durable as only modern
metal con be
and at a price that spells economy! Check these Metalstand
features: adjusts to uneven Boor. deep vertical filing
drawer
opens on ball-bearings, desk dismantles for easy installation
,
island base for foot room and cleoning ease,
lock in center
drawer locks all drawers_ Baked enamel finish in Metallic
Grey,
Ocean Spray Green or Sahara Tan. No-glare linoleum
top in
grey, green or iospe.

TYPEWRITERS and ADDING MACHINES
FOR RENT AT VERY REASONABLE RATES

on the
NEW

Smith-Corona
SECRETARIAL
Experience a new dimension of typing ease Acceler or
all new Smith-Corona Secretarial
CO
Typewriter speeds every stroke with less typing e rt,
makes the keyboard come move. Call today for a free
demonstration.
Action on the

•
at

118
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To Marry July 9

Mrs. Dunn Speaker
For Breakfast For
Friendship Class

FAT:111

The Friendship Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist Church,
Mrs. E. C. Jones, teacher, met at
the Triangle Inn on Saturday
morning at seven o'clock for a
breakfast.
Mrs. L. L. Dunn, teacher of the
Dorcas Class of the church, was
the devotional speaker. tier Inspiring and challenging talk was
on "The
e.Art of Happiness and

0#1404,w ate
ci
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In Ceremony t College Church of Christ
Miss Brooks and Sherrill Gargus Married
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MR. AND MRS. SHERRILL GARGIIS
Miss Greta Gay Brooks. da.ighter Hamp Wiggins Brooks
and Ralph
of Mr. and Mrs. W. Hampton 01.vet.
Brooks. and Sherrill Gargus, son
The Mother ,f the bride wore a
of Mr and Mrs. W.lham Gargus, I beige lace dress and a
green and
were married at 3.00 o'clock. Sun-1 beige flowered hat.
The mother
das afternoon. June 18. at the i of the groom was
attired in a
College Church of ChriA
blue lace dress, blue hat and
Paul Hodges. minister ofthe harmortaing accessories
. Both wore
ch,:rch. performed the do.ahle corsages of eambichum
orchids.
ring ceremons before A b.:a-I:full Following the
cerern:.ny. a rearched background of white glad- ception was held at
the home of
1..11. white stock. palms and ferns. the bride's parents.
The tea table
Large cathedral tapers :sere ar- was covered in a
pink and s.lier
ranged at each side of :he arch.
cloth which was overlaid with
Given in marriage by her father. pink net. Tiny
bouquets of pink
the bride wore a waltz-length gown hly-of-the-valley
and satin stream(if white chant.11y lace and r.et ers were used in
draping the cloth
over taffeta. Her dress was design- at intervals An
ed with a fitted bodice. cowl neck- pink fun mums. arrangement of
white stock and
I.ne. and long tapered sleeves. white roses
graced the center of
fie: shoulder length veil of nylon the table aril pinch
and wedding
is.on was attached to a crown cake were
served from opposite
trimmed with small seed pearls. ends of the table.
Her 'only itoweiry was a pearl
Assisong with the serving were
r.e,:klare. a gift of the ;room and • Mesdames
Paul Hodges. Clifton
matchir.g earrings. She varrod a iCochran. James
Wiggins Leroy El-.
hie b.ble. a gift of her grand- dridge and
Misses
father. Q K Wiggins. aril a p..rple and Jenny Below. Jean Wiggins
sikti:te orch.el arran:.el with
Gayle Anderson and Joyce Smowh
stephanes and ehse satin ther:nan kept
the guest register.
trt 1.-ners tlefl in love knots.
After the reception, the bride
kttending the bride Acre Mrs asd groem
left for a short wedin Oserbs a• matron of honor dasg tr.p. For
traveling, the bride
Mary Ane Crawford and Judy Tho- wore a white
pique suit with green
r, a were Stryif--naids The attend.
a:cesones. The orchil from her
a •• wore ,isent.c.1 street. leng h
bridal bouquet was at her shoulof p:nk blue, and yellow 'oer.
t 7.2.a-Ay with :rat-chin:: head dreo.sf • They carried hand bouquets
Upon their return, the couple
majestic daisies in harm maing 1%111 be at home at 1405 Main
• !ors
'Street. Both will be students at
Little M.-s Marques Orr was ;Marries State College "hts fall.
oter girl Her dress was of orihRehearsal Dinner
. organdy
she also we A
M:. and 'au
Gargus,
tchiric hi
•-e•- She carried Iparents of the gro .m. were hosts
a Sit 41e:•or.e.ed w.th :to the memtasr. of the wedding
•
ribbon-, and pai-ty at a t)affet d.nr.er at their
.•tered rose home on sat_rday. Ja:.e 17.

I

Miss Edna Mae Johnson, brideelect of Reece M. Collins, was
entertained with a personal shower Thursday. June 22nd in the
home of Mrs. Henry Richardson,
Hardin route one. Co-hostesses
were Misses Marilynn Johnson
and Donna Jones.
Miss Johnsen chose for the occasion a blue and white sun dress
from her trousseau and was presented a white rosebud corsage by
the hostesses.
The gift table was overlaid with
an off-white linen cloth and cen'ered with a miniature bride doll.
dames were played and prizes
.von by Mrs. Howard Johnson,
Miss Jones and Mrs. Jerry Hopkins. The prizes were then pre,ented to the honoree by the winners.
The tea table was overlaid with
an off-white lace cloth over green
linen. centered with white tapers.
appointments were in crystal.
Punch, mints, nuts and cake were
served.
Present and sending gifts were
Mesdames: Joe Gardner, Jerry
Hopkins, Grady McNeeley, L. A.
Muore, Howard Johnson. J. B.
Richardson and Misses Ann Nanney, Mary Frances McNetley. Nettie Weatherly, the honoree and the
hostesses.

••••
Billington Home
Setting For Tea
For Miss Ellis

The Owen RIlington home on
North Seventh Street was the setting for a tea held June 24 in honor of Miss Betty Ellis of Hopkinstile. bride-elect of Harold Beaman of this city.
Hostesses for the occasion were
Mesdamea Owen kiiihngton. Guy
Billington, Maurice Crass. Sr., and
Maurice Crass. Jr.
In the receiv.ng line with Miss
Ellis were her mother. Mrs. Judson Ellis, the bride-elect., paternal
grandmother. Mrs. Betty Mu. maternal grandmother, Mrs. J. C. Beavers. all of Hopkinsville. and
Mrs. C. H. Beaman. mother of the
bridegroom -elect,
The honoree was lovely in a
white embroidered sheath dress.
The hostess presented Miss Ellis.
Mrs. Elks. and Mrs. Beaman with
corsages of white carnations
Mrs. Owen Billington servei the
guests punch, cookies, and individual sandwiches from the dining
table overlaid with a linen cutwork cloth and centered with an
arrangement of atock ehrysansthemums. and pink peonies. S.milar
flower arrangements were used
throughout the home.
Approximately 50 guests caged
during the hours 3 to 4:30 p m.
Miss Ellis and Mr Beaman will
be married on Juiy 8 in the First
Baptist Church, Hopkineeille.

PERSONALS

The president, Mrs. Joe Pat
Lamb, presided at the meeting
and introduced the speaker.
Members present were Miss
Vivian Hale, Mesdiunes James
Brown, J. B. Burkeen, J. M. Converse, Glen Hodges, Joe Pat Lamb,
Morris Lamb, Allen McCoy, W.
L. Polly, James Rogers, Howell
Thurman, Voris Welts, Marvin
Harris, Alvis Jones, Hassel Kuykendail, Allen Russell, C. D. Vinson, Jr., Tip Miller, and F.. C.
Junes. Guests were Mrs. L. L.
Dunn, Mrs. Jack Suttle, and Miss
Barbara Brown.
The tablt.s were attractively decorated with ruses. Group IV, Mrs.
Voris Wells, captain, was in charge
of the arrangemen
ts.
ments.
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Carolyn Palmer Is
Honored At Shower
By Mrs. Jones
Miss Carolyn Jean Palmer,

bride-elect of Larry Leslie, was
honored with a surprize bridal
shower in the home of Mrs. Kenneth Palmer on Tuesday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. John Harvey Perkins of
Murray announce the Mrs. Earl Jones
served as hostess.
engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter. Janice Lee,
The honoree was attired in a
to Lois Dee Farris. son of Mr. and Mrs. Sherman
Farris of Murray.
Miss Perkins is a graduate
Murray State College in the class of pink summer cotton dress with
white accessories.
1961.
Mrs. Kenneth Palmer assisted
Mr. Farr* is serving with the U.S. Navy, abeard
the USS O'Hare with the games and
prizes were
He is statiened at Norfolk, Virginia.
won by Misses LaJeanna Paschall,
The wedding will take place Sunday, July 9, at
3:00 p.m., at the Eva Mae McCallon,
Sylvia TuckBethel Methodist Church. No formal invitations are
being sent. Friends er, and Mrs. Paul Paschall.
and relatives are invited to attend.
The honoree was given an assortment of Tupperware gifts
which were displayed on a table
covered with a white linen cloth
centered with a miniature bride
„
mints, nuts and
Mrs. Sherrill Gargus. the former
00
P11
:
11.inec
shys
,'eP
r:rt
seyrsead by Miss Janet
Miss Peggy Carol Williams, cd0
Miss Greta Gay Brooks. was com- bride-elect of Thomas Linn
Car- Like and the hostess.
plimented at a dessert party held rav.•ay. was complimented with
Those attending included Misa
at the Triangle Inn on Saturday miscellaneous shower at the home ses Sharon Story, Wanda Blakely,
af:ernoon at three o'clock.
of Miss Mary Wells Overbey on Jo Beth Watson, Helen McCallon,
• Hostesses were Mrs. Buren Jef- Tuesday. June 20, at 3:30 p.m.
Mary Beth Bazzell, Phyllis Jones,
frey. Mrs. J. T. Wilson, Mrs. VerThe hostesses were Miss Over- Phyllis Ezell, Julia Key. Cynthia
non Riley. Mrs. Ted Ross, and bey, Miss Donna Wilson,
Miss Ezell, Nancy Bazzell, Eva Mae
Mrs. Rob Jones who are co-Eng- Joyce Morris, Miss Sandra
Fair, McC.allon, La Jeanne Paschall,
lish teachers at Calloway County and Miss Bonnie Williams.
Aileen Palmer. Sylvia Tucker, and
High School with the honoree's
For the prenuptial event the Janet Like; Mesdames Hugh Palmother, Mrs. W. H. Brooks.
honoree wore a white dress with mer, James Paschall, Paul PasThe honoree chose to wear for white accessories and
a hostesses' chall, Ralph Darnell, Kenneth
the occasion a yellow cotton frock gift corsage of pink carnations. Palmer. and Earl Junes.
trimmed in white lace with a Miss Williams opened
Sending gifts but unable to ather gifts for
while gardenia corsage. glt of the the guests to view.
tend were Toni Burchett. Janice
hostesses.
Refreshments were placed on Pace, Bettie Smith. Mrs. Joe AllMrs. Brooks was attired in a the table in front
of the fireplace. britten, Mrs. Joe Pat James, and
beige linen dress and Mrs. William Panzies floating
in a crystal bowl Mrs. Jerry Boggess.
Gargus. mother-in-law of the hon- centered
the table.
tree, ware a navy blue dress and
Twenty persons were present or
they each had a hosteases' gift o:nt gifts.
corsage of a gardenia.
••• •
The central table was adorned
with an arrangement of gardenias
ociet Colonde.
and a gardenia floating in a crystal bowl was placed .n the center
Wednesday, June 28
of the other tables.
stcond Covered Wagon
The honoree was the recipient
of several gifts including a silver Story Hour will be held at two
tray trim the entire guest list o'clock at the Library on North
and a gift of crsstal from the host- Sxtht
•••
esses.
The Covered Wago: Story Hour
Guests wen. members or wives
of the faculty of Callow-ay County for school age children will be
High School and Mrs Coy Wig- held at 2 p. m. at the Murray-Calgins. grandmother of the honoree, loway Library.
••••
and Mrs. Lee Redden Ad Miss
The Calloway County Country
Jean Wiggins. aunts of the henClub Ladies Day luncheon will be
oree.
served at noon. Mrs. Freed Cotham
summer with his grandmother. is chairman of the hostess comMrs. Evans and Bill left for De- mittee. For bridge reservations call
troit. Mich., on Sunday for a visit either Mrs. Don Robinson or Mrs.
Malt Sisiskman.
Miss Janice Lee Perkins

of

Dessert Party For
Mrs. Gargus Held
t Triangle Inn

Shower Given For
Miss Williams At
The Overbey Home

. ,.
:,.,..
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Lovely and oh so flattering

Foam contoured cups, airy-light

7kIDO elastic panels shape you prettily. Sheathed in lace,
front and back panels make you look
i sad feel so elegant. You'll love being in
fashion in "LITTLE BARE". Ask for

—
Lovable Style #688.

'tcsao1UZ.

_

to look Lovablz

S

•

THE LAST WORD

.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Farris
hate returned to their home in
Dayton, Ohio after a visit with his
mother. Mrs. Gertie Farris Evans,
The
food
was
served
buffet
nait's
style
a az, ring bearer
and other relatives and friends.
v, cr.! j
coat and black from a beautifully appointed Utile
iifinditig the
which was fe7-.tered hy a lovely Their 'son, Rill, s
arrangement of red
and
,,cr,,{,1
4 on per,
sin
f'iji mums Individual tables held
,troorn
bi-'. man. The
small arranzements of red earns- Ai re Hat
Wiggins Brooks. :ions and f rn in czo,stal bud vases
- i'ner of Co oride. Ralph Oliver.
The bride and gr ,om presented
arlos Eldr.!::e. and Andy Rog- g.fts to their attendants.
The War for the Union
tits. Ps .7
V
Mrs. Harmon
in Pictures
"One of the swagMRS of the war has
atwaye been the question as to
the refusal of the federal governFharpis vine was the famous
ment to use a breech-loading rifle
101 W. Main IM.
'Beecher's Bible" In the KanTelephone Pt. 11-111121
In Large quantities," Francis A.
sas civil warfare, 1885-60.
"
,YOUR HOME-OWNED LOAN CO."
Lord wrote. Dr. Lord is the au•,.
thor of a book,"They Fought for
the 11Trilact" (pub. by Stackpole Co.), in which
na:merous quesUonable decislon.s in the Rebellion irk discussed Illuminatingly.
"Several efficient breech-loaders had been
patented before April 1561. and It is not mere
lurabright to tn.sist that they should have been
Officially adopted. ... The best breech-loading
rifles, much tie the Sharps and Spencer were
only urea! In limited numbers and the Henry
not at all."
The Army was staffed overwhelmingly hi
WASH AND DRY IN FULLY
1881 with vohmteier officers. They reflected
civilian prejudices agamst new weapons and
tactics. This writer found in a widely circulated
magazine of the 1860s a statement by "A.Rocky
Mewmtain hunter' that "There Is no breechloader that can or ever will be able to compete
with a good mitizzle-/miler, either at target or
for huntlisg."
Si
Wheat two regimerte of special markemett.
the First and Second U. S., were formed in
/eel, Col. Hiram Efr Ftrirl officially requested,
Sharps rifles. The War Department insisted
they be equipped with mueale-loeding Springfield,. Only after Benton went to President.
LAncoln. were Sharps rifles obtained for him.
This created an ammunition irupply problem. Tim term 0Sharpshootrrs- canes from Isetor the munitions
dust bad not developed to keel) markamen equipped with
industry
the, point of haute production of shells for rifle for special duty. as tdwilier.."filtarp's
%Lew*
2C7 So. 7th Street
buocitiPhone PL 3-9181
itasisors zinfrorit.
by•Ckvii War combat
•
!'0 Ar

program were Mrs. Jackie Treas,
Mrs. Sills, Mrs. Junior Compton,
Mrs. Mickey Morton, Mrs. Jack
The Woman's Missionary So- Cain, and Mrs. Ruby Treas.
•• ••
ciety of the Kirksey Baptist
Church held Rs monthly meeting
Monday evening, June 19, at the
church with six members present.
Mrs. Terry Sills opened the
Summer snoozin's going I be
program by giving the devotion. shifty. The prettiest cotton Thifts
Africa is being studied by the for sleeping are knee-high and
group. Those taking part in the covered with flowers.

b.

Personal Shower Is
Given Thursday For
Miss Edna Johnson

Tea
For
At
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Whitnell, Mrs. Beckham Cooper
and Miss Frances M'hitnell assisted with the serving.

Kirksey Missionary
Society Has Meet

71eCENTENNIALIcArso01:

No.25

MURRAY LOAN CO.

HI. NEIGHBOR ...
again we are first!
IK-10NUITIONED
COMFORT!!

"Put Your Duds In Our Suds"

411141.ir wAsSIIY.

artist.

..r

CAR GETTING OLD? PLANNING TO MAKE A TRADE?
Here is how you might SAVE YOURSELF SOME MONEY on
your new cart
1. See your dealer. Get the facts on his finance plan.
2. Stop by or phone the bank for our plan. Compere.
LOW BANK RATES mean that your new car costs you less.
Chock up before you buy.

BANK OF MURRAY
Member F.D. I. C.

6

•
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Ira. Jackie Treas,
Junior Compton,
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Ruby Treas.
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Preventive Service
Helps All Around

YOUR MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY

•

BUSINESS
DIRECTORY

mettes
tin's going ja be
tiest cotton Mitts
e knee-high and
wers.

Services Offered

AELP WAN1ED

SALESMAN WANTED - MURray, Paducah, Kentucky, and Martin, Tennessee. Throe openings
for married men ages 24-47 to
ADDING MACHINES
operate established coffee routes.
OFFICE SUPPLIES
AND TYPEWRITERS
Salary while training. Regular
Salmi & Service
route pay is salary of $50.00 plus
Ledger
&
Times
....
PL
3-1916
aedger & 'Times
PL 3-1916
commission and 2 honuses. Good
men earning $4,000 to $8,000 per
OIL DISTRIBUTORS
year. Paid retirement plan. Car
DRUG STORES
furnished, expenses paid. For inKy. Lake Oil Co. .
PL 3-1323 terview see M. B. Kaulfuss at
Scott Drugs
. PL 3-2547
Jobbers Shell 01.1 Products
Murray Plaza Motel, Murray,
Kentucky, June 30th, Friday from
9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
HARDWARE STORES
JJJ-29-C
Douglass Hdw., cor. 4th & Main
PAINT STORES

TINE,

Tidwell Paint Store
Otarks lidw.

PL 3-1227

PRINTING
Ledger &

INSURANCE

PL 3-31166

Frazee, Melogin ar Holton
Gen. Insurance
PL 3-3415

PL 3-1916

RESTAURANTS
iouths.de Restaurat.t

JEWELRY
Furches Jewelry .... PL 3-2835

SERVICE STATIONS
LADIES READY TO WEAR Walston-Young Tex. Pl. 3-2810
illattletons

PL 3-4623

TV SALES & SERVICE

Ii

TYPEWRITER RENTAL
AND SERVICE

';'s TV & Ref. Set . PL 3-5151 Ledger & Times

PL 3-1916

i
r
Viuxted To Buy

DUBLIN AUTOS INC,

USED 14 FT. ALUMINUM OR
fiherglass fishing boat. Call Plaza
3-1898
J-29-P

FOR RENT

ONE
ONE HALF STORY
FURNIS
crR PARTIALLY CAPE AND
Coe Living room with firefurntshe
2 bedroom house or
place, dining room, kitchen, utility,
doansta s apartment near camtwo bedrooma, bath and two porchAUCTION SALE SATURDAY pus, no small
children. Faculty es. Three
oedrooms and bath unJuly 1, at I p.m. Rain or shine member 4a11 'L a-3887
after 5 finished upstairs. Call
PLiza 3201 S. 6th Street at Miss Will o'clock. •
J-30-P 5947 or see at 203 South
lath by
Kirkland home in Murray. Will
appouament.
J-28-NC
sell refrigerator, living and bedroom'suite, sewing machine, elecDUROC PIGS SEE REX COOPER
tric lux sweeper, chairs, wool and
I u,r Phone PL 3-2759
J-30-C
MEN
OH
WOMEN
FOR PART OR
linoleum rugs, 9x12, dinette suite,
radio, Silverware, dishes, cooking full time work. Average $50 - $75 4 METAL WINDOWS 4 FT. X
utensils, drapes, seth thomas clock, weekly. No deliveries or collect- 5 ft. 4".8 pane with glass installed.
lamp picture frames, trunk, feath- ing. For interview, call Plaza 3- Telephone Lays
1;352 J-30-P
J-29-P
er bed and pillows. Many other 3619.
items, all nice and clean. Owner
has sold home. Douglas ShoemakThe newest little black dress
er, Autioneer
J-30-C
has a split personality. It reverses to give the .pwner two dresses
in one. The reversed side most
Services Offered
I
often is light in color

AUCI 10N SALE

I

TIME TO
SEE A
SHOW!

WILL DO NURSING OR HOUSE
keeping work. Phone PL 3-5560.
J-28-P

Pl-nze

I

Sheer, lightweight and porous
fabrics will keep you cool when
the temperature soars. They resist the heat. They also pack well,
j TABLE AND 4 CHAIRS, IN are easy-care and ever fresh lookgoou condition Phone PL 3-1645. ing.
371615M HOUSE, UlTr17
11
INISH—
J -29-C
ed across Street from garntent
factory. 4thrit only
J-30-C Mc CORMICK COMBINE 64.
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Phone PL 3-3179 or see Preston
tied To Rent
Boyd Route 2, Murray.
ACROSS
J-29-C
7-Number

WOULD LIKE TO KEEP CHILD
in my home while mother works.
Experienced. Call Mrs. Joe Pat
Thornton, PL 3-1932.
j28nc

For All Makes of Cars
• BODY WORK • PAINTING
e REP• AIRS

606 Maple St.

E

I

COMPLETE BODY SHOP
•

GO LOOK! NOW'S THE TIME To PICNIC TABLES. 6 or 8 foo
spray your elm, formosa, or maplel lengths, redwood or fir, painted,
trees; and shrubs. We also take stailied or unpainted. Call
PLaza
care of your roaches and termites 3-2430 or see just beyond city
Call Kelley's Termite & Pest Con- limits on Concord Road.
Uric
trol today. Phone PL 3-3914, 100
So. 13th St.
july13c SOW AND TEN PIGS CALL
' ID 6-3402
J-28-C

WANTED

PL 3-4892

IT FOR SALE

UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa. (UPD
- Preventive servicing is essential to make home appliences last
longer and give better service.
Helen Bell, extension home management specialist of Pennsylvania
State University, said the first
thing to do when you purchase a
new appliance is to read the manufacturer's instructions carefully
and follow them to the letter.
With proper Care of appliances,
Miss Bell said, you protect your
original investment, lower operating costs, prolong the life of
the item, and have fewer breakdowns.
"If you hear a grind in the motor or note that an appliance is ,

VARSITY: "The Milliona tress,"
feature 88 minutes, starts at: 1:24,
3:19, 5:14, 7:09, and 9:04.
•
MURRAY DRIVE-IN: "Corry On
Nurse," feature 89 minutes, starts
at: 8:15 an& 10:09.

‘..r EDMOND HAMILTON

1-Hard-wood
tree
4-High school
(abbr.)
1-Venetian
magistrates
11-Crow n
I3-Beat
15-A state
(abbr.)
16- Visionary
18-Note of scale
19-Postacript
(abbr.)
21-Paddlea
22-Praise
24-Lampreys
26-Musical
Instrument
26-Devoured
29-Rasp
111-Killed
33-Printer'm
measure
34-Fruit cake
36-Scorch
38-Stan'•
nickname
40-Wire nail
4)-Cost
45-Spread for
drying
47-Slender
49-Float In air
50-Sacred bull
52- Dregs
54-Symbol for
thuron
15-A continent
(abbr.)
66-Sham
59-Note of scale
61-Deliatea
63'More
beloved
65-Doctrine
66-Comma•
point
67-1'oem
DOWN
1-Swiss river
2-One who
shoots from
rover
3-Ea,•lamation
4-('ott rageou•
person
5-11esmirch

8-Female
9-Printer'.
measure
10-Street
12-College
degree
(abbr.)
14-Burdened
17-War god
10-Narrow, flat
board
23-Cooled lava
24-For example
(abbr.)
25- Pierce
27-Profound
Si--is mistaken
32-Armed
conflicts
35-Highest
37-Disorder
38-Babylonian
hero
39-Leave
41-Food

I5

43-Tilted
44-Teutonic
deity
It-Roman gods
48-Rewards
61 -Twirled
67-Female ruff
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EXCITING
ESCAPADES
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EXQUISITE'4
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68-District
Attorney
Iabrir.)
Co-Anger
62-1:nru h
goddess
64-Artificial
tat gua•te
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KURFEr PAINT
IF WE FORGET TO
SHAKE YOUR PAINT
YOU GET IT FREE:

STARKS HARDWARE

,.',..:‘...1..
,.,A 0

24

FREE

ENDS
Now!THURSDAY

3 ';.',. 4
::.•:.:

2

Soak a paint roller in hot water,
then roll it on walls or ceilings to
help you remove wallpaper. The
technique saves you from a good
soaking.

12th & Poplar

prOtiraril

1

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzla

not working properly, stop using
it," she said. "Then inspect it
carefully and call a serviceman if
necessary."
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t it WaytoNeta0 Airport.
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jet. and
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ut

was

.11

who twice° like tne

polished

is, serren, villain ot an old stage melodrama_ He a-as over fifty out

sp.,
lit.intmOria Ltait
Warl.,111¢t.I. LO

•

'if f-1-1

and he knew it. A massive old
man with a saturnine lace and
a great mane of white flair.
ne had all the arrogance or a
"grand old man" ot anything
He merely grunted at Psalm
But Lasetu was g different
type. fie was a milieus linguist

ert

'volt/ff.?.

siappeuing 4tuund

ell r PTI
• I; THE: it: .1- t.t th^rn
1 I away fr, til the : ,,ine Fi.

wonderer, it v .1.4
I
to .):. hapheittlig tAtlf. not it it
big tat Us. He ano Bert !lib
the driver. were beading trward
the flat structures at the ec;;‘.
01 the rocke base.
- Administration," said 11111.
nodding attend.
He stopped the leer to front
of a tong, low stale.eed nuila•
mg with a veranda m tront.
-Tins is a building for spe'
cial person- t'l
he told Fairlie
"Now if you'll Just come cong

little while," said Hill, e :lurid door. Hill came hack in and
hint.
said hafitily, "Gentlemen, let me
ior closed. and Fairlie introduce—"
--'s The iri,
...//iinied a mind but Hill was
But the for:most of the two
'
gone. fie turned back as tan men behind HUI Mouldered past
name
was ',pokey'.
•
him, saying. "That's all right.
"Bob Fairlte. I'll be damned. Hill, I'll take It from here."
they got you in on this too?"
Hill went out and shut ,the
One of the three men in the doer, fast, as though tie was
' lounge was coming toward min glad to get out of there.
Faiths knew him at once. Jim
The man Who hod spoken to
Speer. Doctor James Speer of hIM told them genially, "I'm
Pacific University. Department Nils Christenaen, the chief ...of
of Linguistics. They were good Lunar Project Thia-ta Glenn
friends Althotigh they saw each DeWitt. formerly of the Air
other infrequently. Speer was Force, now my a::ststz, nt in
fortyiSh, stocky and plumper charge of Special Research."
than Fairlie remembered him.
Christensen's tare was per0 "Got me in on What V' Fair. fectly familiar tr. Falrlic. as it
, Ile said, as he shook hande. had been to everyone Attlee he
, "What's this all about, Jim?" had been taken out of his place
' Speer laughed. "What a ques- at the head of a great election. I've beer netting It for tronics corporation to become
six hours note, since I got here. the erAf of Lunar Project. A
So have Cogan and Llsettl portrait of him had twice
since they got here. But wait, adorhed the cover of a national
do you know them?"
magezine. But Fairlie hadn't
Fairlie felt a shock. He rec- expe,teo the man to be so big.
ognized the other two men now, He was well over six feet and
lie had watched nnd listened to looked like a ruddy, cheerful
them at more than one philo- Viking, but a Viking who wore
logical convention. They were glasses and who was getting
•
Viz men In his field. The tig. pito a little gray at the edges.

4

PFASt. IS
of

WHAT IN THE WORLE
.:9
....
15 "I-IAPHEPI-1081A"?

•

torty with a tight 1:-.c.% Sd-

denly Fairite remembrcd tr.at
face too, it had been in Lie
newspapers a few yea-s ago.
Colonel DeWitt, who mid angrily resigned from the Air
Force to protest Its slowness
lh developing space-missiles.
Christeriser. shook hands a ith
each of them and then said,
'Please sit down You are entitled to an explanation,t. and

his clapper black hair and Mustache made Mtn look younger.
aria ne atmos. hissed in Cheat- 10 give It to you last."
Began negan a peemonitory
ncai fashion as 'Se asked Fairlie. "What did they tell you-1 rumuie. bat Christensen wert
on quickly. -To get right dca.n
mean. to get you nere?"
still bewoderod. toldi to it. you knoW the row the
Soviets are miticiiig over Gasabout the Smithsonian.
Seildl, their Co...: gem that we
"Ha!" said Llsettl. "We all nave a military
musalle-oase lip
got • tally story like that. Ine
portant research problem need there
" nodded, all except P.oThy
;y
you at once—and then we find
gan Ctirisii.ii said. 'Mat-be
. nem twinging us nere to Mot-you ve wondered any we simply
iow. And nobody tell us why don
t let a Soviet Inspection1Now why would they want four
team took at Gasechdi, to dislinguists at Morrow ?''
prove the charges?"
sull say its a code," said
Lovett.' answered him. "I have

Speer.
Fairlie looked at him. "A
Code 7"
"It stands to reason." said
Speer. -There's a big tiff going
on between us and the Russians
over Cassenda Al. those charges
They ci want to know what
With me."
lie or :1-1.1 n door and light imtrpctions the Russians are
sending
out to their lunar bases.
policed u• t. Valrlie walked ustilde anti tort stopped tie had Ten to one, we ye been brought
to
here
crack
a Russian rode."
expected sonic kind of an office
The rumbling voice of Rogan
This was a not-too-large and
rather ratty • looking lounge int.Tnipteci them. "Three hours.
room. There were three men And not a word from anybody.
talking in one corner of It and I shall have something to say
they turned a.s Fairlie e-dered. about this high-handed-"
Bogart, In turn, wai inter: "Please wan -the-1i ty• Over
from Administration ir itiA a nipted fly the opening of the
A

looking, a chunky, eael:

worwered. Everybody. nas."
Christensen said, "Well, I'll
tell you why we haven't. We
haven't because we can t. There
is • military bliee in Gassendt."
The Intormatten was mum
fling. Speer was the first to
speak. and he said incredulously, "You mean — we've broken
the Neutralisation Agreement,

SOPHIA LORD! -'••. as "The
1Milhonairess- in (••lor at thecool Varsity today and Thurs.
-
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- - - TH IS
IS A VERY
P UNK MEAL
JANCY

THE SOUP
WAS COLD
AND THE
CHOP WAS
TOUGH

7.5

_
by Emil.

NOW A FLY
JUST LANDED
IN MY
CUSTARD

LIL 1

ABNER
by Al OaDo
(I'M CRAZY TO SE I .
WHAT'S lt\I IT!!

nr— JUST A MESS OF
SIDEWALK 'RICKS ft-

?2-WALTER"?

is a military base, or what's
left of it. in Gassendt. But we
dein't build it. It was there before either the Americans or the
Russians reached the Moon. We
just found it"
They stared. LisetU asked,
"Bur who-how long ago?"
"How long was It there before
we got there?" Christensen
paused. "As nearly as we can
estimate, its been there for
around thirty thousand years."

WALTER!!

• ..
IN THE DARKENED room
I there was no sound except
the clicking of the little projettor. until Christensen spoke
up from beside them.

Gassendi
And the vast misshapen oval
rushed up toward their eyes, on
the screen. No films from this
close had been released to the
public. and It was fascinating
to see this first American landtng as the men in the rocket
had seen it.
"When our first probe-satellite orbited the Moon." Christensen was saying "it had ti bet-

-500.•- GUESS I OVERDID
THE MOCKARON I

a• —••

ANNIE AN' SLATS
_
ONE DOSE OF THE TRUTH
SERUM AND WELL SHAKE
THE TRUTH OUT OF YOU, 4%

s.I

NOW WE'LL GET TO THE
BOTTOM OF THE POSE OF
YOURS OF INNOCENT
IGNORANCE.'

by Raeburn Van
FINE - - - NOW THEN, DOBBS -- YOU WILL TELL ME WHO YOU
REALLY ARE, WHO SENT
YOU AND WHAT YOU'RE
SUPPOSED TO DO,
IMAGINE, THIS
CREATURE TRYING
TO CONVINCE
ME THAT HE'S A
CHUCK L E)SIMPLE

MACKEREL
FISHERMAN'

Either that, or we were lucky.
It spotted metal deposits in
gest.
DeWitt, the other man, was Gassendt, and that's why our
Doctor John Hogan wag the yotinger, and beside Christen. first landing was there."

4.

THAT WAS THE
I THIN('
THAT KEPT ME DOWN

,

ter metals-radiolocator in it
than the Russian probe had.

dean of American philologists, sen he was rather ordinary. (To Be Continued Tomorrow)
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and built a missile-base there?"
Christensen shook his heal.
"I didn't say that. I said there

"That's It, right on the eastern edge of Mare Humorutn.
It's a mountain-walled plain,
strictly speaking. Yes. that's it.
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YOUR TEAM!!
ATTEND the LEAGUE GAMES!!
Sponsored by the Murray Baseball Association
PRES. GENE CATHEY

PONY LEAGUE

VICE-PRES. LUBIE VEAL

PREP LEAGUE
Boys 15 - 17

Pres.: Ed Thurmond — Vice-Pres. Clyde Roberts

Boys 13 - 14

Indians

Orioles

Tigers

Braves

Sponsor: Bank of Murray

Sponsor Peoples Bank

Sponsor: Hutson Chemical Co., Taylor Motors

Sponsor Bilbrey's Car &
Home Store

Giants

Pirates
Sponsor: Murray Mfg. Co.

Dodgers

Nis

Sponsor: Belk-Settle Co.

Sponsor: Roberts Realty

Sponsor: Murray Auto
Auction

Pres.: Arlo Sprunger — Vice-Pres.: Carney Andrusi

Monday & Thurs., 6 p.m., Pony League Field

SECI-TREAS. ALLEN ROSE

American Legion
Sponsors: American

Tuesday and Friday, 6 p.m., Holland Field

Boys 15-17
Coach

Legion, Corvette Lanes

Holland Field
Lubie Veal, Jr.

Pres.

Edgar Howe

Vice-Pres.

H. T. Danner

PARK LEAGUE
Boys 9-12

LITTLE LEAGUE
Boys 9 to 12
Pres.: J. B. Buchanan — Vice-Pres.: Lester Nanney

Yanks
Reds
Nats

Sponsor: YBMC

Sponsor: Ryan Milk Co.

Sponsor: Hazel Lumber
and Dairy Queen

Cards

Sponsors: Local 1068 UAW-C10, Carpenters Local 1734
Pres.
James Ward

Yanks - Cardinals - Indians - Cubs - Dodgers
Tigers - Orioles - Pirates

Sponsor: Rotary Club

Cubs

Monday, Wednesday - 4 p.m., Park Field

•

Sponsor: Lions Club

Athletics
Sponsor: Civitan Club

THIS PAGE IS SPONSORED WITH THE GOOD WISHES OF THE FOLLOWING:

Tues., Thurs., Fri., 6 p.m., Little League Park

Ellis Popcorn
Ilendonas Service Station
Sykes Bros. Lumber Co.

Frazee, Melugin & Holton

1.

Hazel Lumber Co.

Murray Wholesale Co.

Parker Popcorn

Superior Laundry-Cleaners

Enix Carpet & Upholstery

Murray Livestock

Burton Young. Texaco list.

Steele & Allbritten

Buck's Body Shop

PLUMBING 8 ELECTRIC

